Random reflections
on an urban jungle.
(pg. 18)

Check out Yah-Yah
Littleman this Friday.
(pg. 4)
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"Who knows but that, on
the lower frequencies, I
speak for you?"
- Ralph Ellison
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ASUPS elicits
student 'gripes'
October 19 marked the date of
this semester's Gripe Day. Held
annually by the Student's ConcernsCommiuce (SCC), Gripe Day
presents the opportunity for campus members to voice their opinions about issues that are troubling
them.
A table is set up inside the SUB
and concerned students write down
their complaints, with a name and
phone number if they personally
wish to hear an explanation of the
issue and its outcome.
Many complaints are repeated
every year.
"People complain about food,
seniors are always upset about
graduation and not getting enough
tickets ... a lot of complaints about
Plant Department . . . that type of
thing," said first year committee
member Krissy Holland.
Tuition is another big issue. With
rising costs and limited financial
aid, students sometimes feel they
are being cheated and desire an
explanation.
However, there is a limit to the
number of changes the SCC can
make. An assigned committee
member will examine the issue
and contact the appropriate officials, but explanations are made
more often than changes.
"That's one of the things we oppose every year, but there's really
nothing we can do about it,"said
committee chair Lorie Liebreich.
Campus diversity is another regular concern. "The campus community needs to have more representation from different groups, minorities or not," Liebreich said.

"There's concern that the university viewbook presents all this diversity on campus when there's
really not."
Unfortunately, solutions sometimes lead to more problems. Last
year there was a high demand for
renovating the fieldhouse and updating the weightroom equipment.
After gathering a petition of over a
thousand signatures, a budget was
formed to finance new equipment
and build a new athletic center.
Ironically, many complaints this
year focus on the fact that campus
housing, which some believe is
already limited, is to be leveled for
this project and will not be replaced. This especially frustrates
upperclassmen, who feel that the
university overlooks their needs
when focusing so highly on the
incoming freshmen.
This year, there are some modifications in the SCC's system. First
of all, there will be two Gripe Days
this year (one in the spring) as
opposed to just one as in previous
years.
Also, SCC has a voicemail
hotline (x9523) set up through
ASUPS which students may call at
any time to express their grievances.
Outcomes of this semester's
Gripe Day will be available in two
or three weeks.
"If people have concerns, the only
way anything's going to get done
is if they voice [those concerns] to
someone who can do something
about it," said Liebreich. "[We're
here] just so the students know that
there are people trying to make the
university a better place, and so the
students understand why it is a
certain way."

UPS sports trainers assess injured athletes and assist in
their
rehabilitation. Trainers attend all games and football practices in
an effort "To keep [the athletes) healthy and to keep them playing."

C113y Siri Engstrom
Assistant News Editor
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Guest Writer

Is this equality
for all?
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CIBy Steven MacLeod

One class
one unit

Kathi Lee and Amy Fritz list their concerns with Puget Sound as
Lorie Liebreich looks on. The annual Senate Gripe Day elicited
typical criticisms from the student body via this concerns table set up
in the SUB.

Campus to debate
WA tax initiatives
DBy Rebecca Page
News Editor
If you are a registered Washington state voter, then you are probably considering the merits and
drawbacks of two initiatives on the
ballot for the November election,
1-601 and 1-602. Both are aimed at
making it harder for the state Legislature to increase spending and
raise taxes in future years.
1-601 seeks to limit state expenditures according to inflation rates
and population growth while I602 is aimed at limiting state revenue collections and expenditures
according to personal income.
"The two initiatives pose numerous questions for voters, politicians and business executives,"
wrote Richard Davis and John Archer in an article for the October
Washington CEO. "Should tax increases be subject to voter approval
or are legislative supermajorities
preferable? Were last session's tax
increases unwarranted and must
they be repealed? Should the Legislature be forced to rewrite the
state budget? . . . Will the discipline imposed by these initiatives
improve or impair the budget process?"
In comparison. They don't
sound very different.
Both initiatives set up revenue
reserve funds. 1-601 has excess
transferred to an education fund
and 1-602 would use excess to reduce state debt.
Both initiatives require a declaration of emergency passed by each
house before the limit may be exceeded. 1-601 needs a two-thirds
vote while 1-602 holds out for a
three-quarters majority.
"The most striking dissimilarity," according to Davis and Archer, "is in the 'rollback provision' of I-602." This element to the
initiative affects all tax and fee
increases from the 1993 Legislature.
If 1-602 is passed, the new limit
for state revenue collection, based
upon state revenue collections for

fiscal years 1988 through 1992,
would take effect from July 1,
1993 on.
Different voices. Supporters of
1-601 tout the initiative as "a cure
for overspending, crisis cuts in
programs and emergency tax increases," in the voters' pamphlet.
Opposition is also concerned
that 1-602 will take large sums of
money away from education. At
an interactive lecture on Wednesday night, freshman Lamar Pierce
expressed his worry that although
"1 through 12' is sacred," many
of his friends attending state universities would no longer be able
to afford higher education because
of the "projected tuition increase
of eight to nine thousand dollars a
year•"
Speaker Peggy Johnson, former
legislator and co-state chair of I602, said that money would come
from "wasteful government
spending rather than education
cuts.
"1-601 would tie increases in
state spending to an artificial formula that has no relationship to
the actual needs of our citizens,"
countered initiative opponents.
"Take back our government.
YES 1-602," reads the bumper
sticker on one voter's jeep. But
will 1-602 take back our government?
Proponents of 1-602 maintain it
will "safeguard Washington's future" through reasonable controls,
planning, living within taxpayers' means and forcing the state
government to be accountable.
"Passage of 1-602 would result
in unfair, unrepresentative,
gridlocked government," said
opponents of the initiative in the
voters' pamphlet.
1-602 is "A clear threat to our
quality of life, and a boon to alcohol and tobacco companies," the
statement continued, echoing accusations that special interest lobbyists wrote the initiative and paid
to collect signatures.
Attend next Tuesday's lunchtime Open Forum.

When do both three and five
equal one?
Students at Puget Sound know
this math problem better as the
rating system the university uses
to evaluate the amount of time
spent in class each week. Regardless of the number of hours
a class meets a week, all standard courses are given a rating of
one unit.
While some colleges and universities assign one credit to each
hour spent in class each week,
Puget Sound began the unit system back in 1969 when the university switched from the semester calendar to a 4-1-4 calendar.
In order to complete the nine
months of school, Puget Sound
students used to attend classes
fora term in the fall and a turn in
the spring, interrupted by
"winterum," or one month of
classes in January.
The intention was to give students a chance to take "innovative and creative" classes that
might not have fit into their

"A two-hour class
doesn't mean less
work."
-John Finney.
schedules otherwise.
This system was discarded,
however, because of the "increasing pressure to introduce
core classes into the winterum,"
said registrar John Finney.
In 1985, the university
switched back to the semester
calendar but retained the unit
system of evaluating classes.
"A unit is a measure of credit,"
Finney said. "Some colleges use
quarter hours, some use semester hours and some use units.. .
The unit is an effort to standardize the value of a course."
Now, most classes are given
an equal credit rating regardless
of the amount of time spent in
class, lab or discussion each
week. Exceptions are P.E., activities, courses offered by the
learning center and many music

ensembles.
A science class that meets four
times a week and has a lab at
PLU, for example, is worth four
credits and at Puget Sound the
same class is worth one unit.
An English course that meets
three times a week, on the other
hand, would only be assigned
three credits at PLU where Puget
Sound gives the same class,
again, one unit.
"A two-hour class doesn't
mean less work," said Finney.
The amount of homework may

see
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News
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ik World Report
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0Compiled from USA
Today and The New York
Times
Mogadishu, Oct. 18: Six hundred Army Rangers and 150 support troops were withdrawn from
Somalia on Tuesday and American officials are aiming at peace
talks with warlord Mohamed
Farrah Aidid. Clinton said the
troops were no longer needed because Marines now stationed off
the Somali coast "have similar capabilities." Another 1200 troops
arrived on Tuesday, yet the U.S. is
still looking at a March 31 deadline for withdrawing nearly all
American troops from the country.

Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Oct. 19:
Sanctions approved by the UN
Security Council last week were
an effort to force the Haitian military to allow the return of the Rev.
Jean-Bertrand Aristeide, their
elected president. The international
naval blockade that began on Oct.
19 "may cause severe damage but
it is uncertain whether the hardships will force the military leaders to restore democracy." A flotilla of international ships has gathered off the Haitian coast to prevent fuel and arms from entering
the country.
Washington, Oct. 19: The
House voted to reject financing for
the Superconducting Supercollider

program. The "vast" Texas atomsmasher has failed to receive funding three times in the last 16
months. J. BennetJohnson, a Louisiana democrat, said the vote was
"a sad day for science." The program was already in peril from
staggering cost overruns, mismanagement and the growing concern
to cut Federal spending. Originally,
the Supercollider was to be a 54mile, submarine-size oval deep underground where scientists had
planned to accelerate protons to
nearly the speed of light and crash
them into each other, "supposedly
releasing still-smaller particles that
could resolve basic questions about
the nature of matter."

October 21, 1993

HOTO POLL
How do you feel about the university labeling students as alcoholics?
"Residential Programs
is concentrating on
making an absurdity
of a relatively minor
issue. . . . I'd rather
they be grateful for the
absence of problems
that pose a serious
threat to our school's
integrity."
-Arlo Pelegrin

Puget Sound concludes
prehistoric preparations
❑By Ned Brown
Staff Writer
The University of Puget Sound
campus anxiously awaits the arrival of one of Los Angeles' newest bands, the Stone Temple Pilots.
But their appearance will not be
the only exciting event for this
weekend's Homecoming festivities.
"We wanted to get away from
the traditional homecoming stuff
for something a little different,"
said Galvin Guerrero, Special
Events Chair.
The Homecoming Committee
met weeks ago to discuss the makings for the change. Guerrero and
his committee decided a strong,
creative theme was essential.
"But we decided it was too flexible. We needed something with as
much flexibility as possible but
that could also be adhered to. That's
why we decided on 'Back to Bedrock," Guerrero added.
Guerrero said this is the biggest
variety the campus has ever seen
of the homecoming participants.
Along with Greek organizations
and residence halls, the Neighborhood Association, KUPS,CHispA,
APAC and BSU will all be participating in one or more of the events.
Not all students expressed the
same optimism for homecoming
participation.
"I never know when it's happening," mentioned a critical student.
"It doesn't really include
independents...It seems as though

homecoming activities
are more appropriate for
a larger school with a
more successful football program."
Another disillusioned
student had more specific complaints about
homecoming, especially the process for
selecting a king and
queen. "I voted twice at
the same table and nobody stopped me," she
said. When asked if others were 'rigging' the
competition she commented, "I can only assume so."
While events like the
spirit parade, sign com- With other students, Candace Hedum
petition, house decorat- places her vote forHomecoming Royalty at
ing contest and songfest the booth staffed by Jessica Lamb and Erin
competition are the Eyberg on Tuesday. Ten men and women
same as in past years, completed the nomination and interview
Guerrero said that we selection process. Results of the vote will be
should expect to see announced at Saturday's football game.
some minor and major
changes in them.
While the ASUPS committee is
The most significant changes
optimistic about this year's homewill occur with the songfest comcoming, many students maintain
petition. The show will use the their reservations.
light and sound system to be used
"Although I appreciate certain
by the Stone Temple Pilots the opportunities offered by homefollowing night. Guerrero said that
coming, such as seeing STP on
the sound quality will make a con- campus, I'm not really interested
siderable difference.
in getting more involved," said
The sound check will be run a
one Puget Sound junior. "I'm
few hours before the show, unlike
proud to be a student at UPS but
last year when the crew arrived
for me that doesn't manifest itself
only one half hour before starting
in school spirit, float decorations
time.
or voting for people I hardly know."

CRIMES ON CAMPUS

"There's a difference between an 'alcoholic' and a person
showing signs of alcoholism. Many people take advantage of the freedoms of college, . . . but labeling a person
who's been seen with a can of beer three times 'an
alcoholic' isn't necessarily right."
- Levi Martin & Alex Parsons
"I don't feel it's the
university's place to
baby the students and
tag them as being
alcoholics. Although
it is important to let
them know about the
risks, you can only
say so much. It's the
students' decision in
the end."
-Vanessa Claeys

"I think a more effective
plan would be to make
sure students understand the risks of
drinking unresponsibly.
Students are going to
drink whether you try
to convince them they
are alcoholics or not."
-Jodi LaPoint

13 October through 20 October 1993
18 October, 12:48 p.m.

A student reported the theft of several expensive components from her
bicycle. The bicycle was secured in a residence hall storage room.

18 October, 2:27 p.m.

A resident of a university owned house reported pry marks on the outside
of his bedroom window. There were no signs or evidence entry was gained.

19 October, 12:28 a.m.

Security attempted to detain two juveniles who were acting suspicious
on campus. The juveniles fled, but left behind a bicycle they were apparently
in the process of stealing from a residential hall.

19 October, 10:22 p.m.

Security observed a vehicle acting suspiciously near the Fieldhouse. The
Tacoma Police were notified, but the vehicle left before they arrived. A
bicycle was found abandoned in the area the vehicle was parked and turned
over to the Police.

19 October, 11:05 p.m.

A student reported a suspicious white male on a red bicycle on the path
east of Baker Stadium. The student reported the suspect used some profanity
towards her before leaving the area in a north-westerly direction.

* Contact Security (x3311) if you have any information about the above incidents

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director Security Services

"We don't think that the university's policy of
labeling people alcoholics is necessarily the best
answer, but something should be done to let people
know it's a serious problem and they could be at
risk."
-Carrie Harpole & Blythe Jensen

Photos by Stepanie Paulk
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Gang violence poses Dropout-turnedno threat for campus success-story to
DBy Hilary Johnson

gang communities. Gang members do not, as they are sometimes perceived to do by the pubDon't flash your brights at for- lic, set out to find innocent vicgetful motorists with unlit head- tims for elaborate initiation rites.
lights. Watch for knife-toting Most initiations involve beating
murders lodged under your car up the newcomer and then sendat shopping malls. Don't wear ing him or her out to commit a
violent crime against a rival gang.
red or blue, ever.
Gangs in Tacoma cover areas
Rumors abound about the menace presented by gang members like 23rd and L streets and
Eastside Saddlesham area. The
to public society.
The rumor about gang-mem- best defense is to stay out of these
ber initiation and cars with unlit areas.
"Don't be there.
headlights was
Be smart. Take
just that, a rumor.
"Don't be there. personal responsiA computer-user
bility for your
in California sent
Be smart. Take
safety. Stay up
a dummied pol ice
with what's hapwarning that set
personal repening and go w ith
of a nation-wide
sponsibility for
your instincts,"
scare.
Todd Badham, diThis and other
your safety."
rector of security
rumors are natuservices said.
ral as the public
Most attacks, according to
reacts to incidents such as the
shooting at a Hilltop shopping Badham, occur when the victim
is not using common sense. The
center that occurred earlier this
week. It was reported that an victim might have gone somealleged gang member questioned where in an unreliable car or witha woman about the color of her out enough gas. He or she might
blouse. He shot at her when she have gotten separated from the
fled his questioning. Her hus- group.
So despite recent rumors about
band was shot while attempting
headlight flashing and examples
to defend her.
"It's a shame we've got to like the one in Hilltop, gang vioworry about what color clothes lence is not on the rise in Tacoma.
In fact, the numbers for this
we're wearing" said Public Information Officer Wallace Ma- year in all of Tacoma are less
son of the Tacoma Police De- than they were last year at this
point. The district surrounding
partment.
But Mason added that gang Puget Sound has had no such
violence is usually kept within occurrences to date.
Staff Writer

r

visit Puget Sound
Outhaus brings rock climber/ kayaker to
Puget Sound for a presentation
LABy Chris Aschauer
Guest Writer

On November 3, Royal Robbins
will visit the Puget Sound campus
to share the story of his journey
from high-school dropout to world
class outdoor adventurer.
Not many of us at Puget Sound
can claim a beginning like that of
Royal Robbins, but with a little
luck, we will be able to accomplish
spectacular things, just as he has.
Royal Robbins dropped out of
high school at age sixteen and has
since traveled all over the world
and become a leading outdoor enthusiast, teacher, businessman, and
environmentalist. He has also published two books Basic Rockcraft
and Advanced Rockcraft. Together, these books have sold over
500,000 copies.
The program, sponsored by the
Outhaus, benefits youth-at-risk
schools in the Tacoma area. Admission is two dollars with student
identification and four dollars without.
Robbins' presentation will include slides from his numerous
first ascents in rock climbing and
first descents in kayaking. He will
also discuss his philosophy for
achieving success and facing personal challenges.

p.m

u
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'Unique

Robbins began climbing in the
early 1950's when it was not the
recognized sport it is today. Back
then, the climberconstnicted much
of the equipment needed as well as
the basic techniques of this occasionally dangerous sport. Robbins
became a pioneer in the field of
rock-climbing and for the next
twenty years completed climbs
considered at the time to be the
hardest in the world.
In 1975 Robbins learned to kayak
and made numerous first descents
of wild rivers all over the world.
He visited Chile four times in
search of white water adventure
and has, more recently, run rivers
in Norway and Russia, becoming
one of the first Westerners to visit
a remote section of Siberia.
Robbins and his wife, Liz,
founded their business, Mountain
Paraphernalia, in 1969. In those
early years, they imported and distributed a wide variety of mountaineering gear. Later they changed
their focus to clothing suited toward the rugged outdoor activity
to which they are both inclined.
Now the Robbins' clothing is
sold in stores across the country.
Always active environmentally,
The company commits ten percent
of their net profits to environmental efforts and has become a model

&
Tub &

Royal Robbins, one of America's
premier rock climbers and
kayakers, will visit campus in
November.

company in organizational recycling.
Environmental action is in every
team member's job description,
and the company promotes good
air quality and the good health of
its workers by paying them to walk,
bicycle, or carpool to work.
Robbins' presentation is tentatively scheduled for November 3
in Thompson 124 at 7 p.m. Call
the Outhaus at x4038 for additional information.

UNITS from page 1
be the same, but there is no denying that the time spent in a class
requiring a lab versus a three-houra-week class is greater.
Said Terry Mason, associate professor and chair of the biology
department, of the current system,
"You learn science by doing science. Students spend more time
[in labs] for the same amount of
credit. Maybe other classes outside of science should either meet
more often, require more homework or have labs."

eatery
Sathering (=Place

2122 Mildred West — Narrows Plaza — Tacoma, WA 98466 • 565-9367

THE NORTHWEST'S

"PREMIER" DRAUGHT HOUSE
WITH 62 BEERS ON DRAUGHT

MONDO MANIA
TUESDAY
EVERY TUESDAY THE ALE HOUSE WILL
HAVE ALL OF THEIR MICRO-BREWERY AND
IMPORTED DRAUGHT BEERS ON MONDO

SPECIALS FROM 7 P.M. UNTIL CLOSING.
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN HI

PIZZA MANIA
EVERY MONDAY
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3 ITEM PIZZA
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ONLY $ 5.00 + TAx
S P.M. - CLOSING TO GO $.25 EXTRA
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BUBBA'S FOOTBALL

FRENZY CONTEST
ALE HOUSE FOOTBALL
IIALFTIME FOLLIES
DURING ALL SEAHAWK AND
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAMES

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
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$ 100. 00
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Get your Yah-Yah's out with Littleman
❑By Michelle Melrose
Guest Writer
San Francisco. The mother of
many musical greats. Primus. The
Grateful Dead. Yah Yah
Litticman. Yah Yah Littleman?

First of all, who are they, and
where did they get that name? I
guess the first thing to know is
that Yah Yah Littleman will be
playing in the Great Hall tomorrow, or for those who crave specifics, Friday, October 22.
Yah Yah Littleman consists of

three gentlemen: bassist/vocalist
John Walter, guitarist/vocalist Jim
Ko and drummer Darren
Womack. The guys have been
pals since childhood, and a mutual love for music and the West
Coast brought them to San Francisco, where they started playing

as a unit in 1991. Their music has
been described as "happy-billy,"
which is an odd combination of
ska, rockabilly and even some
reggae elements. Littleman's influences range from Hank Williams, Jr. to The Beatles to the
'80's ska group Madness. Quite a
combination! I was hoping to
speak to the boys themselves
about music and life in general,
but their current tour schedule
and major traveling prohibited me
from doing so. Alternatively, I
found out some crucial information from the band's friend and
business associate, Sep, who gave
me details about how this whole
name thing originated.
"It all started when Jim (guitarist) had some differences with his
boss, who happened to be a small
guy. He and a co-worker would

fantasize about picking the boss
up, shaking him and saying, Yah
yah, little man! —
So there you have it. The enigma
has been explained. These guys
seem to be a little zany, and their
music shows it. Littleman has yet
to release a full length CD, but the
single, "Heavenly," has been out
for a couple of months, and is
quite catchy. Crowds love their
unique performance style, which
was acquired by playing music
on the streets of San Francisco,
grabbing audiences' attention
with their crazy They Might Be
Giants-like performances. So if
you want to add a lot of spice to
your pre-weekend activities,
cruise over to the Great Hall at
high noon on Friday and check
out these Bay Area boys. I think
you'll be in for a nice surprise.

Yah-Yah Littleman
hat:

A grungy alternative trio
from San Francisco

Where: Great Hall, University of
Puget Sound

Friday, October 22, 1993
Be sure to check out Yah Yah Littleman Friday in the Great Hall--after all, it's free!
-

You've Heard All
The Talk About T
National Service,
Here's A Chance
To Get Involved VI TA.
here's been a lot of talk

about national service

lately and VISTA is right at
the forefront. If the idea of

service to your country sounds
exciting, just meet with one of

our recruiters on your campus.

Be part of a new movement,
join VISTA.

Talk To A VIS IA Recruiter
If you can't meet with us now, call 1-800-424-8867 or TDD 202-606-5256 for information about VISTA
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Playhouse continues three-year tradition
❑ By Pam Wood and
Kristina Fatur
Guest Writers

For the third year in a row the
Play House has been one of nine
theme houses on campus. Seven
people currently live in the house,
located at 3214 North 12th Street.
Jesse Hines, Alex Prior, Steph
Allison, John Atkinson, Susan
Burnum, Adria Malcolm and
Jenny Newton all share a common interest in theater. Each

Becky Brennand

"Broccoli World" or "Bacchanalian World of Broccoli" greets
you through the receiver when
you call the Play House. This

unusual greeting became a standing joke earlier in the year, when,
while preparing dinner for the
faculty and staff of the theater
department, the residents of the
Play House overestimated the
amount of broccoli they needed
by eight pounds. Since then,broccoli has become a staple in the
Play House diet.

Members of the Playhouse help keep theatre going strong here at the University of Puget Sound

theme house has a student coordiinvolved in the department.
nator and a faculty or staff advi"We help with acting classes,
sor. Allison holds the coordinaand coach students in pre-auditor position, while Kay Dam, sections," said Allison. They also
retary in the Theater department,
take people to Seattle to watch
is the advisor.
plays, and are involved with en"There are advantages and distertainment for special events on
advantages [to living in the
campus such as Casino Night.
house]. The disadvantage is that
"We're basically a contact for
you can never get away," claims
the entire theater department and
Prior, who has
faculty,"
lived in the
Allison exhouse all three
"We help with actplains. Also,
years. Everyone
local high
ing classes and
seems to enjoy
schools occaliving in the
sionally call
coach
students
in
house.
Play
the
pre-auditions...We're
"Its a converHouse
to
gent point,"
speak
to
thebasically a contact
continues Prior.
ater classes or
The advantage
for the entire theatre
to help out
is that people
with projects.
department and
within the theThe Play
ater department
house
is often
faculty."
as well as those
linked to Al-Steph Allison
not involved
pha Psi
can come toOmega, the
gether in the
theater fraterhouse.
nity, but the two are separate
The University's Residential
groups, although many members
Life Office gives specific criteria
are active in both organizations.
that each group must meet to beThis year, the Play House and
come a theme house. These inAPO are trying to work together.
clude having a specific uniting
They hope to take the annual
purpose and having educational
Christmas show on the road to
and service components. Theme
local elementary schools.
house applicants also must idenThe Play House members all
tify what they hope to learn
keep themselves busy working
through the experience, and how
on upcoming theater department
they plan to sponsor and promote
events. They are a group of taltheir theme through campus
ented individuals who some may
events. These guidelines are procall "wacky," and they probably
vided in the application for the
wouldn't disagree. How could
theme houses.
they when they answer the phone
All of the members of the Play
with greetings of broccoli and the
House are theater majors or are
Greek god of theater?

Rialto Film Guild offers cinematic alternative
faBy Sundown Stauffer

"We got a small grant from the
Cultural Resources Division of
the City of Tacoma. We also get
The Rialto Film Guild is an
some money from the sale of ads
organization committed to bringin the Calendar [the periodic
ing alternative ci nem a to Tacoma.
schedule of upcoming shows].
Alternative films are those films
Dale Chihuly donated a piece of
that do not have as great a circuartwork which we plan to raffle
lation as big box office producoff. There are other people who
tions. To see them, one usually
are interested in sponsoring the
has to either rent them or go to a
films. As far as ticket sales and
specialty theater in a large city
concessions sales go, we've been
like Seattle. The Rialto Film Guild
breaking even."
makes both recent and classic
Taking into account the fact that
films available to a smaller theyou do screen diverse films, how
ater-going audience in Tacoma.
would you characterize the typiThe films are shown at the hiscal audience at the shows?
toric Broadway Center for the
"It seems to be split between
Performing Arts and have been
those who want to see older films,
drawing good crowds. Take, for
and those who are interested in
example, the successful recent
newer and forscreening of Oreign films."
lando, a story of
Is there any
"We're trying to
love and life
particular film
across four centuthat you feel
show...films that
ries, based on a
having
book by Virginia
fall between the
screened was a
Woolf.
big accomplishcracks..."
The Film Guild
ment?
began last Octo"There are
-Philip Whitt
ber with a volunfilms that we go
teer committee
away from, —
and has grown steadily ever since.
maybe that haven't had a terrific
I recently spoke on the phone
turnout, but about which we say,
with Philip Whitt, who has been
'That was a success.' Orlando
responsible for organizing some
was a good film that also had a
of the Guild's recent screenings.
good turnout. Way back in the
How are films selected?
beginning we showed Harvey
"We have a questionnaire availMilk- we didn't get tons of people
able in the lobby for people to fill
at that, but I'm glad we showed it.
out with suggestions. We make
There was also the documentary,
the selections by a committee
Visions of Light. I'd like to see
vote. After that, it's a matter of
more documentaries."
availability as to what films we
How has the public response
can get and which ones we can
been to the films?
afford."
"Pretty good, although it deHas financing the screenings
pends on the kind of film. The
been a challenge?
best response has been to newer
Staff Writer

or foreign films, or independent
projects."
What are the goals of the Film
Guild?
"To be an alternative theater in
Tacoma. We're trying to
show...films that fall between the
cracks, along with revivals of
older films that we get requested
to play."
Where do you see the Film Guild
going in, say, a year?
"Boy, I've mainly just been try-

ing to see from Calendar to Calendar. The organization is really
taking on its own life. I think
we'll see a move towards newer
projects, because that's where the
audience is."
Thanks for your time.
This month, the Rialto Film
Guild is putting on four Halloween double features, including Cat
People and Hush, Hush Sweet
Charlotte,Abbot & Costello Meet
Frankenstein and King Kong,
c

Theater of Blood and Psycho and
Halloween and Evil Dead II. Part

of November's lineup of films
includes a double feature of two
earlier films by The Crying Game
director Neil Jordan, Mona Lisa
and The Miracle. Another November double feature will
present two classic films from the
40s, Gaslight and Casablanca.
Watch The Trail's Calendar for
dates and times.

L
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can't
afford
to be
slackers
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reSen

Tabitha
S oren

Will you find a job when you graduate? How
will you afford your first home? What about
the environment -- what kind of threat will it
pose to you and your family? And just what
kind of burden will the federal deficit be to you
as a young wage earner?
MTV News reporter and political correspondent

Tabitha Soren understands the issues that
matter to her twentysomething peers, the
so-called "Generation-X" or "Re-Generation."

Come hear what she has to say about the remarkable success of MTV's
"Choose or Lose" young voter registration campaign during the last
presidential election, about the "new news", and about the challenges 18- to
24-year olds will face as they enter the workforce in the 1990s.
Thursday, November 4 • Rialto Theater • Downtown Tacoma

Tickets: $10 ($5 each for group orders of ten or more)
Call Pierce College, 964-6283, or
the Broadway Center, 591-5894.
A Pierce College artist and lecture
series event sponsored by:

THE NEWS

TRIBUNE

PIERCE

COLLEGE
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Step up to the loudmouth
❑By Todd Miller
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shooting had stopped. In 197980, Mort was a candidate for both
Guest Writer
the Democratic and the American Independent Party's presidenASUPS Lectures kicks off the
tial nomination.
year's collection of entertaining
His work in the entertainment
lecturers with Morton Downey,
media has proven to be his forte.
Jr. Best known for the raucous
Achieving notoriety and popuTV talk show he hosted back in
larity with radio talk shows
the late 1980's, Mort will
in Dallas, San Francisco,
bring his candid opinions
"I'm not afraid to attack an
Denver and Chicago, Mort
concerning homosexuals
issue just because I've got some
became well-known nain the military to an open
tionally.
forum-style lecture Thursvery important person sitting
Then, with his syndicated
day, October 28, in the
next to me."
television talk show, "The
SUB 's Great Hall at 8 pm.
Morton Downey, Jr.
—Morton Downy, Jr.
"We're excited to have
Show," produced by cable
Mort as our first lecturer," '
superstation WWOR of New
"Pistol" Pete Maravitch. "I came
said sophomore Ben Ringe, the
York City, Mort attained
up with the idea that if I was a
head of the ASUPS Lectures
superstardom. Loud, partisan autenant, I could get the bid in," he
Committee. "He's definitely godiences and forums pitting eassaid candidly. "One night, with a
ing to stir things up a bit."
ily-riled guests from both sides of
bunch of my friends, I put toMort's reputation for success
sensationalized issues made the
gether the ABA and announced
precedes him. Believe it or not,
show a ratings blockbuster in 1988
that we had been awarded a franhis days in the entertainment spotchise in New Orleans."
and 1989.
light began on stage as an actor
"I tell the truth," Mort said, exHumanitarianism and politics,
and singer. The son of Morton
plaining what makes him differtoo, have at times granted Mort
Downey, Sr., a renowned Irish
ent from other popular talk show
the limelight. In 1969, he was
tenor from the golden age of rahosts like Oprah Winfrey and
knighted by then-Pope Paul VI
dio, Mort kept the tradition alive
Rush
Limbaugh. "I'm not afraid
for
smuggling
starving
Ibo
tribeswith four top-selling records of
to attack an issue just because
men out of Nigeria during the
his own.
I've got some very important perBiafran War and for his efforts in
During the early 1970's, Mort
son sitting next to me...I don't
building
15
hospitals
after
the
switched gears and dabbled quite
successfully as a businessman.
Rising to the rank of vice president of the Canteen Corporation,
he used the ties he developed there
to help found the now-defunct
American Basketball Association, the league that first made
stars of "Dr. J" Julius Erving and

Morton Downy, Jr. brings his sensational
opinions to the University of Puget Sound
have a style. In my living room,
I'll discuss issues with you just
like I will on the air."
He also enjoys proving his point.
Once, to demonstrate that police
stun guns stop criminals but don't
paralyze them, Mort shot himself
with one while on the air. "I hit
myself in the leg, fell off the stool

I was sitting on, dislocated my
shoulder and couldn't talk for
about two minutes," he said, "But
I continued the show."
Tickets for Thursday night's
show are on sale at the Info Desk
and at all Ticketmaster outlets, $2
with UPS ID, $8 general public.
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Self-proclaimed loudmouth speaks upthe 28th in the Great Hall.

,

P t idu) October 29th to Kilii.orth
LaCtimi ticket $4..aCtilkiCenArbta*verrnyStudettiT'

For Sale: Graduating senior
needs to sell his IBM compatable
lap-top. B&W, great condition,
Word for Windows. A steal for
$800. ?'s . . . Call 759-3811

tr.

largest Library of Information in
19,278 TOPICS • ALL SURJOTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / Mt or CM

800.3514222
Or, rush $2.00 to.

Research Iiiorniatioi

11322 Idaho Ave #206-A, Los

Angeies, CA 90026

Adilah Barnes' One Woman Show

I Am That I Am: Woman, Black
Opens Broadway
Center Season
Adilah Barnes' one-woman
show is a dynamic and
jubilant historical journey into
the lives of seven AfricanAmerican women. This show
celebrates their ability to
overcome seemingly
insurmountable obstacles. In
their own words, accented
with song, Sojourner Truth,
Harriet Tubman, Mary
McLeod Bethune, Zora Neale
Hurston, Lorraine Hansberry,
Angela Davis, and Maya
Angelou come alive for
audiences of all ages.

Saturday, October 23, 8:00 p.m.
Pre-performance discussion 7:00 p.m. Champagne reception 7:15 p.m.

Rialto Theater
Tickets: $17 & $13

BROADWAY CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Sponsored by US WEST and Washington Mutual

For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office,901Broadway, Tacoma, or
call 591-5894 Monday - Friday between 11:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m., or Ticketmaster at 627-8497
As always, group discounts are available.

.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

October 22nd through 29th

0Compiled by Maija Blaufuss

A & E Assistant
Friday,Oct. 22

Thursday, Oct. 28

Yah Yah Littleman, a "San Francisco grunge/alternative band," is playing at noon in the
Great Hall (UPS). Thanks to ASUPS Showcase, the show is FREE.
The Jacobsen Series continues with Westphalia, Lisbon, Paris, Buenos Aires and
Venice, an evening of works by Bernstein. The concert will conclude with the complete
performance of Bernstein's Candide . The show will be presented in Jacobsen Recital Hall
(UPS) at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 general and $4 for students/seniors. Call 756-3419 for more
information.
Holly Graham and Sam Weis will be playing at the Antique Sandwich Co. Both
performers have many fans. "Holly is a wonderful entertainer (Northwest Magazine)." Sam
was awarded the Best Acoustic Guitarist/Best Acoustic Recording Awards in 1991 by
NAMA. The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance for $6.
Call 752-4069 for ticket reservations and information.

MiUadoiro, presented by El Centro de la Raza will be playing at 7:30 p.m. at the Moore
Theatre in Seattle, located at 1932 2nd Ave. Milladoiro is the "leading exponent of
Galician music, the Celtic music of Spain." Tickets are available through Ticketmaster for
$15. For more information, call El Centro de la Raza at 329-9442.

Friday, Oct. 29
Amy Hill: Tokyo Bound, presented by UPS Cultural Events will be in the Kilworth
Chapel (UPS) at 8 p.m. "Soars toward comical cultural collisions."-LA Times. Tickets are
available through the Information Center and Ticketmaster for $10 general, $4 UPS

students/staff/faculty.
ALL AGES The Jesus Lizard, Cop Shoot Cop and Pigstick , presented by Infinite
Productions. These Touch & Go recording artists will be playing at the Capitol Theatres on
206 E. 5th in Olympia. $6 at door, call Lori at 357-7324 for more information.
Saturday, Oct. 23
ALL AGES- Acoustic-Greg Scott with Jack Hanson will be playing at the Antique
Stone Temple Pilots will be playing in the Memorial Fieldhouse (UPS) at 8 p.m. Tickets Sandwich Co. The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in advance
may still be available through Ticketmaster for $15. Line will start forming at 5 p.m., no for $6. Call 752-4069 for ticket reservations and information.
earlier.
Discount Movie Guide
Candide,"acomic operetta based on Voltaire's satire" will be playing in Jacobsen Recital
CAMPUS FILMS is playing A Fish Called Wanda Friday, OcL 22 through Sunday,
Hall (UPS) at 8 p.m. Presented by the University of Puget Sound School of Music with music
by Leonard Bernstein. Tickets are available through the Information Center at $6 general, Oct. 24. Dracula will be playing on Friday, Oct. 29. Movies play at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on
$4 student/senior/faculty/staff.
Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sunday. Movies show in McIntyre 003
(UPS). The cost is $1 with ID, $2 without.
Sunday, Oct. 24
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS The following are playing this weekend: Hard Target,
Tampopo a Japanese comedy with subtitles by Juzo Itami is playing at the Tacoma Little Heart and Soul, Snow White, Free Willy, Rising Sun, and Meteor Man. Call 565-6100
Theatre. The movie is presented by the Tacoma Film Society, located at 210 N. "I" St. Show for movie times and lengths. All shows, all times are $1. Tacoma West Cinemas is located
on 1802 S. Mildred Si
starts at 7:30 p.m. and the cost is $4.
AMC- The following are playing this weekend: The Program, The Good Son, Mr.
Monday, Oct. 25 1
Jones, The Nightmare Before Christmas, Demolition Man, Cool Runnings, For Love or
Mili Bermejo and Dan Greenspan are a combination of jazz and Latin music. The show Money, Mr. Wonderful and The
SecretGarden. Call 565-7000 for
will be at Dimitriou's Jazz Alley in Seattle and is co presented by Earshot Jazz and El movie times and lengths. All
Centro de la Raza. Tickets are $10. Call 547-6763 for more information.
evening shows are $3.50 for students with ID. AMC is located at
Tuesday, Oct. 26 I
2208 Mildred Si
Freak Scene, Makhicks and Katie's Dimples are playing at the Victory Club, located
RIALTO THEATRE Thrills
at 2803 6th Ave. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. and is 21 & over. Call 572-8706 for more For The Timid double feature is
information.
showing on Friday, Oct. 29. Cat
People is playing at 7:30 p.m. and
'Wednesday, Oct. 27d
Hush, Hush Sweet Charlotte is
playing at 9 p.m. The cost for the
Kittredge Gallery Exhibit Opening Reception (UPS): But Is It Art?...Currents in
Electronic Imaging, co curated by Betty Ragan from University of Puget Sound and Bea double feature is $5. Costumes
Geller from Pacific Lutheran University. The reception is between 5 7 p.m. and is free. The are encouraged! The Rialto Theatre is located at 310 South 9th St.
exhibit will be open through November 24.
Call 591-5894 for more info.
Demolition Man is now playing at AMC Theatre.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Anyone who is gay, bisexual,
lesbian or questoning their
sexual identity is invited to,
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Union, a confidential support
group for students, staff, and
faculty. To find out more call
Donn x3372, Sheryl x3317, or
students Mark x4011 and
Allison x4073.

USED CD'S!
Very attractive prices on high quality
merchandise. We have jewelry, cameras, TV's, VCR's,
stereos and much,
much more!
Save Money
Friendly Service

SOUTH TACOMA
JEWELRY & LOAN

Peace Corps
UPS Career Fair
Rotunda SUB
Wed., Oct 27, 11 am-2pm

5225 South Tacoma Way • 472-8920

RECRUITING NOW FOR THE

EXCITING NEW OPENINGS
FOR FALL '94
Education
Business
Health
Natural Resources
Environment

JAPAN EXCHANGE AND TEACHING PROGRAM
*Qualifications: American citizen, best suited for those
under 35 years of age, earned a B.A. degree by 8/94.
*Position begins: August 1994. One year commitment.
'Salary: 3,600,000 yen approximately.
*Benefits: Air fare, housing assistance, health insurance.
*Application deadline: Mid-December, 1993.
Applications will be available in October through the
Consulate-General of Japan at Seattle. For more information,
please contact the following address:

601 Union St., Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 224-4374

Interviews
Interviews for summer/fall '94 openings will be held Nov 10. To schedule
an appointment, call the Career Center, 756-3337. (Note: You must bring a
completed application to the interview)

J
DRAGONFLY BOOKS
3912 6th Avenue
752-4056
hours 11-7 Mon.-Sat.
eight blocks from campus

IGREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ex.75

The Economics of the Citibank
Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price
Protection contribute to upward growth.

A variety of factors have been

suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa°
card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. 1 The Citibank Classic Visa card offers
immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service- from MCI! And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount
for domestic flights! Savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low
variable interest rate of 15.4% 3 and no annual fee,
and you can significantly improve your personal
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends
No /mown picture of gitshington smiling ex - sts. Economists believe Washington was
unhappy because he felt he could have received a better deal on war supplies. If he used a
Citibank Classic l'isa card. he would have been insured of:getting the best price and probably
would have been happier (Artist rendering of how he would have appeared on the dollar)

to be pretty gross). Put another way, one might

even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). 110n the way to the
record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on

Monarch Notes® Version:

the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

The Citibank Classic Visa card will

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150. 4 To protect

be there for you with special stu-

these investments, Buyers Security - can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase! And Citibank Lifetime

dent discounts, no fee, and a low
rate...so your own economy will
be more like a boom than a bust.

Warranty- can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.'

TBut perhaps the

features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc. —all featured on The
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile

takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet- Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours.11So
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a
downswing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is
something else again.) 11 Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can
only be a boost. You're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in
today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. liThe Law of Student

CITIBAN(O

Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a

CIASStC

4,44 7,4t
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with
the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then students will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call.

412/1

4128 0012 34% 1890
U41,0 RCM

EJE.F, KM INKFE

06/93 03./31/9$
LINDA WALKER
92

11.1111.101111

VISA

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Savings claim is based on a 10-minute night/weekend call in the 1.911 to 3,000 mileage hand using MCI's Card Compatibility rates vs. AT&T's standard calling card rates. effective 4/93. Citibank Calling
Service long distance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including travel award programs. =Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is S100.
Rebates are for Citibank student card members on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4%as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash
.idvances is 198%. If a finance charge is imposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction:
howeser. it will not he less than $2.100 or greater than S10.00. '('ertain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The
lunch International 11K I.imited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply Under, ntten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancY varies by product and is at least the minimum
based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch° Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a
Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.,©I993 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.

Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.

ASUPS CONCERTS PRESENTS...

STONE TEMPLE
PILOTS
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1993, 8:00pm
at THE UPS MEMORIAL FIELDHOUSE
for
Homecoming Weekend Entertainment
ASUPS Reminds You:
Please do not try to sneak anything into the concert. Metal detectors and a
pat-down will be in effect.
Please report any vandalism to Security.
Please respect all rules in effect for the concert. Fewer problems means a
better show.
Have a good time.
ASUPS thanks you for your cooperation.
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The Women's House:
ARoom
CIBy Sara Freeman
Staff Writer
We Are Your Women! We'll do
it!

Women's House co-ordinator
Julie Davidson admits that starting a theme house focused on
women's issues can't help bu t be
political. But with a "We're your
women attitude", Davidson,
Kristina Schulze, Jill Rickabaugh,
Katie Dover and Courtney Wood

politicizing experience when she
was eight years old. She was the
only girl who tried out for Little
League. They told her she
couldn't try out because she was
a girl.
"I remember being eight years
old and being told by men in
their forties 'you can't play,
you're a girl.' and I couldn't understand it. You're supposed to
look up to grown men, part of
you believes them, but part of

"Hillary RodhamClinton is an example of
more problems
for women.
Once a strong woman
takes a position of
power and shows control, she's a bitch."
—KRISTINA SCHULZE

set out to create of a place of their
own and a symbolic place for all
women on campus.
The idea of a Women's House
sprang to life during the campus
fervor about sexual harassment
policies and tenure denials during Spring Semester 1993. Every
survey, letter, speech and forum
concerning Women's Issues on
this campus ached with the need
to fill the empty space where a
Women's Center should be.
Davidson, an active member of
Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH), and Wood picked
up on a suggestion Scott Sands
at Residential Life that perhaps
someone should start a theme
house. They eagerly responded,
"We're Your Women! Well do
it!"
Wood and Davidson gathered
the other three members of the
house; their goal was to provide
a place to talk about sex and
gender issues. But, as Davidson
pointed out, every resident of
the Women's House had an experience that geared them to be
activists and the visible representatives of feminism on campus.

you thinks, 'No way! I can do just
as much as the boys."
Dover tried out anyway, the
only girl among 56 boys. She remembers hearing comments
from fathers and sons as she went
up to the plate to try out "Oh,
there she is. There's the girl."
When try-outs were over, the
League still wouldn't let her play
on a team even though she hit 8
for 8 balls while boys making it
hit 3 for 12 balls and they didn't
field anything while she fielded
everything.
The Dover Family sued the
League on charges of discrimination and won. The case marked
the arrival of Dover's feminist
consciousness:
"At age nine I realized I was
going to have to put up a fight to
be taken seriously," she said. "It
was hard as a nine-year old to
think that I'm going to have to go
through my life defending myself just because this is female."
Schulze identifies with the corn-

"I remember being eight years
old and being told by men in
their forties 'you can't play,
you're a girl.' and I couldn't
understand it. You're
supposed to look up
to grown men, part of you
believes them, but part of you
thinks, 'No way! I can do just
as much as the boys.'
—KATIE DOVER

Arrival of Feminist
Consciousness

Each woman at the house feels
she grew up with extremely liberal parents who stressed the
equality of everyone. Rickaba ugh
explained that, growing up in her
hyper-liberal family, it never
crossed her mind that people
thought other people were unequal. "In a way I was sheltered,"
she said, "from ignorance."
Schulze agreed that "We're all
examples that education about
feminism has to start in the
home."
While all five women have become more aware about feminism since coming to college,
Katie Dover, in particular, had a

thers and sons about the "girl
with a gun."
"I don't know if it threatens
them," she said. "I do all the
things guys are supposed to be
doing. Even now I hear, 'You can
fly fish? That's so unbelievable.
Women can't fly fish.'"
The feminist instinct came
early to these women. "I was born
a feminist," declared Davidson.
Dover emphatically rejoined,
"I think that you can't grow up
and have a mind and not think
there's something wrong with
the way women are treated."
Understanding what feminism
entails is still an ongoing process
for the Women's House, however. They chart their growth
from high school when Schulze
points out, "the resources weren't
there and also, in high school
you're more insecure. There
wasn't anybody else out there
saying they were feminists. I had
the thoughts, my friends had the
same ideas but we didn't do anything about it," To their present
state in college where they can
define their terms and see the
benefits of feminism for everyone.
Davidson has a sense of feminism as a pan-humanistic movement:
"Not just women need to be
liberated," she said. "Once
women are free everyone will be
freer. We're not in this just for
women. We're in it for children,
we're in it for minorities, lesbians, gays. We're in it all for all
people because women make up
these groups too."
The next stage the Women's
House is moving on to consists
of spreading feminism by not
being afraid to talk bout it.
Dover conspiratorially commented, "If you talk about it, you
bring people to it, you attract
them to feminism."
Replacement
for a Women's Center?
But what is the place of the
Women's House on the UPS campus? Since the school year started
they've had an open house,
hosted round-table discussions

petitive edge that comes from
being female. She and Dover feel
the burden of always having to
prove themselves. Schulze father
taught her to skeet shoot and fly
fish. He would take her to shooting ranges and again, Schulze's
would hear comments from fa-

and poetry readings, and made a
trip to the Radical Women's Lecture and forum. They now print
a news letter and they have been
the receptacle for student ideas
and projects that need some sort
of official backing in order to get
off the ground. The Woman's

From left to right: Julie Davidson, Katie Dover, Kristina Schulze, Jill Ricka

House provides that backing by
providing the publicity.
Meanwhile, they are also planning for future programs. The
Women's House plans to bring
speakers and to take some programs to the hall. Possible speakers include an insightful woman
from the Cascade AIDS project
to address women's health issues; Su Docekal, feminist socialist or Sandy Nelson, a lesbian
activist suing the Morning New
Tribune, both from Tacoma Radical Women. Another speaker
might be an Army Recruiter from
Puyallup who specializes in
Sexual Harassment and the training they go through. Her duties
are to provide education for the
recruits while speaking on selfdefense.
Two programs are coming up
in A/L and University Hall about
Women in Ad vertisement where
they plan to show an excellent
video called Killing Us Softly
about portrayals of women in advertising.
So, in this flurry of activity, is
the Woman's House just another
name for the Women's Center
that should be on this campus? Is
the creation of the Women's
House a way for the campus to
neatly avoid the fuss of starting a
Woman' Center?
No on all counts, reply the
members of the Women's House.
UPS still needs a woman's center. The Women's House is trying to be a resource for both
women and men about women's
issues. Though the University
mail has been changed so they
receive everything addressed to
the hoped-for women's center,
the Women's House simply can-

not fulfil the same needs.
"We can't replace a woman's
center because we don't have the
money or the time and we can't
counsel like a woman's center
could," said Schulze.
The Woman's House is aiming
to be a place to hang out and talk,
a house that is alwa ys open where
people can start a dialogue about
the issues that concern them. An
open student dialogue would allow the Women's House to know
"what they're up against."
"Right now, we don't even
know what attitudes we're dealing with," said Davidson. "I hope
what we can prove here, more
than anything else, is that there's
a need for a woman's center and
that the house can't take on all
that responsibility."
The main goal of the Women's
House is to promote awareness.
Think of it as a live-in consciousness raising group about to tackle
the nasty stereotypes and attitudes it confronts at UPS.
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wife would be at home with the
kids, cooking and cleaning." And
I said, "Well, what if she would
want to a have job?" "No, my
wife couldn't have a career ."
Dover confirmed:
"There were a lot of guys in our
hall in the basement that still had
this good ol' boy attitude that
women are going to cook and
take care of them. I was cornpletely shocked because I thought
coming to a University , I guess
should be a step up, above, some
sort of enlightenment should be
there about everything including women's issues. I couldn't
believe they still held the beliefs
that women are second class citi-
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nd Courtney Wood.

o, I don't
ze for being a
ist. I think if
eone has a
lem with it,
hould be doing
pologizing."
RICKABAUGH

Issues at UPS
e women of the women's
se have heard a lot of sexist
ents, but thecreativity and
ety of each new one never
ses to amaze them. As femia nd students, the Women's
use has a double job of conting sexism but also educatfellow students about the naof feminism. They can't afto allow people to judge
on the basis of totally false
ressions of stereotypes.Says
idson:
think generally the idea
ple have about feminists is
bra-burning (which never
urred), ranting, raving,
cho bitches. I consider mya feminist and I don't think I
that stereotype. It comes in
erent degrees. Just like not all
men are the same, not all femits are the same, not all stuts at UPS are the same."
ut the women's house makes
policy not to apologize about
ng feminists, while still being
roachable.
No, I don't apologize for be-

ing a feminist," said Rickabaugh.
"1 think if someone has a problem
with it, they should be doing the
apologizing."
Dover is willing to reach out to
explain feminism to the unbelievers; "I realize that even at a college level women have to take the
initiative to provide awareness,"
she said. "What we like most about
our house is that we try to make it
appealing to everyone. If it doesn't
seem like we're hate, mutilate
crush and kill towards men,
maybe they'll look at in a different light."
Yet this compromising attitude
is often met by brick walls of ingrained sexist attitudes.
Dover and Schulze, who were
roommates their freshman year
remember talking with many of
the men who lived in their Hall

Davidson was similarly frustrated:
"I gave so much respect to these
people in the hope that they
would talk with me and let me
know what's going on, but they
had these attitude and that was
very frus tra ting. There wasn't any
processing going on, no action
on their parts to learn about
women's issues and oppression."
Two issues seem to be at stake
when dealing with sexist attitudes on this campus. The first is
how education about feminism
has to start early to avoid college
freshmen with ingrained attitudes. The second is about male
student's reactions to powerful
women.
Schulze and Dover worked at a
camp this summer and were
amazed at the attitudes thier
campers could display.
" Kate and I worked at a camp
this summer," said Schulze, "and
I taught riflery and boys, ten year
old little boys in the nineties were
coming up to me saying 'Girls
can't shoot guns'. And this is 1993.
I was like, 'Why don't you sit
there and watch me shoot this
gun.—
"The jokes I heard this summer," said Dover. "I can't believe
they're still going in 1993... What
do you do when the dishwasher
breaks? Beat her. Things like that
these boys knew."
The little boys Schulze and Dover taught turn into the freshman

"The most frustrating
thing for me on campus
and throughout my life
in general are the women
who are not aware, who
have this self-defeating
behavior and these
attitudes that are deeply
ingrained."
—JULIE DAVIDSON
and hearing the most out-dated
notions.
"You know," said Schulze,
"you sit down and talk to these
guys about the future and they
say, "Oh, well my ideal future
would be I would be working, my

they sit with in their classes who
make fun of the women in videos
and, sometimes, even their
women professors.
"I was watching a video in a
P&G class and the men were going on and on about how Japan is

The quote board at the Women's House; pearls of wisdom cast before swine.
taking over economically.There
was one female speaker, one, and
when she was very assertive and
sure of what she had to say, she
wasn't in the least bit yelling, I
heard somebody sigh and say
"bitch". I was amazed. The men
can act like lunatics, "Wow, he's
really into it. He wants to give it
all." and the woman says one thing
and she's a bitch, she's crazy, she
doesn't know what she talking
about, she's emotional. That was
the last two minutes of a politics
and government class," said Dover.
The classic example of bashing a
woman in power is, of course, the
president's wife.
"Hillary Rodham-Clinton is an
example of more problems for
strong women. Once a woman
takes a position of power and
shows control, she's a bitch," said
Schulze.
"A lot of people bash Hilary but
everybody just wants to see her,"
said Dover. "I can't believe the criticism she gets because she actually
does want to change something.
It's absolutely ridiculous, because
a woman takes charge and takes
initiative and uses the options that
are there she gets criticized. If she
can do it, more power to her."
According to the members of the
women' house, the only issue at
UPS more vital than the attitudes
men harbor is the attitudes women
harbor. It's terrible when women
are their own worst enemy.
"The most frustrating thing for
me on campus and throughout my
life in general are the women who
are not aware, who have this selfdefeating behavior and these attitudes that are deeply ingrained,"
said Davidson.
The ultimate solution the
Women's House offers for the sex
gender issues, which are only bigger and more complicated outside
of UPS, is a common respect; a striving for a common cause and an investment on everyone's part in
women's issues.
"Men need to have a common
courtesy basic respect for 50% of
the population," said Dover. 'Then
they'll understand that these are
their issues as well because these
are their wives, daughters, sisters,
mothers."

What Happened
to SASH?
Though the Women ' s House is not
officially affiliated with the once radical
and now quiet student activist group,
Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH) they are, in essence, the bearers
of the flag that Syd Van Atta waved so
powerfully on campus last year. Julie
Davidson, along with Jen Bohn (who does
not live in the Women ' s House), received
the SASH box and leadership from Van
Atta at the end of last year.
As far as the administration goes, with
the sexual harassment policy, the
Women ' s House consciously decided not
to affiliate with SASH. That ' s another
level, " said Julie Davidson, house coordinator. "Our focus isn ' t so much with
the administration. "
SASH forced students and administration to discuss the issues of sexual
harassment and tenure with provocative
techniques like student forums, marches
and even bringing the T.V. news divisions
to cover the unrest at UPS.
SASH has been quieter this year. Bohn
is student co-ordinator for HIV education
and training on campus. Davidson is on
the committee drafting the new sexual
harassment policy with President Pierce.
SASH was very important, " said
Davidson. It played a big role in getting
the University ' s attention and getting the
change started. The administration was
like "we ' ll get to it, we ' ll get to it. " But
SASH made it happen. Student concern
was raised, the whole University was on
its toes. That was great. "
This year Davidson ' s concern focuses
on working with people:
This year the steps SASH is taking are
less reactive. More like, ' ok, we ' ve got
your attention, let ' s worts with it, - said
Davidson.
However, Davidson fears a softer
approach may not bring the best results
out of the University:
Sometimes I get the feeling that the
administration wants to pretend that UPS
is not sexist, that sexual harassment is
less of a problem, or that diversity issues
are not a problem... in the past there ' s
been a lot of talk but not a lot of action. "
Because SASH is not as visible as it
was at the end of last year, expectations
tend toward the Women ' s House to fill the
gap. The women of the house wish they
could do more and lament what they
could get done if they didn ' t have classes,
but, " It ' s just not feasible, " says Davidson.
Student run groups get a lot done. But
there comes a point when you realize you
are still students."
"

"

"

"

"
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CAMPUS TRADITIONS
Presented by
The University of Puget Sound Alumni Association
and the
Student/Alumni Committee

Reunion/Homecoming 1993
A Homecoming Tradition
Each year Homecoming King was chosen according to who could grow the fullest "Logger" beard.

"Homecoming Parade 1953"

"Homecoming 1943"

"Homecoming 19 73 "

"1968 Coronation"

CONNECTIONS
Your Link to the Past...Your Path to the Future...
The Student/Alumni Committee welcomes the 1993 Reunion Classes;
1943, 1948, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983 and 1988,
and all other alumni, back to campus for Reunion/Homecoming 1993.
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Volleyball spikes Central
By Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor

Puget Sound volleyball has returned to last year's District 1
championship form with a group
of impressive sophomores that
seem destined to make their mark
on district foes. Sophomores Andrea Egans, Wendy Weise,
Janice Lwin and Sarah Zeisler
have stepped up their level of
play this season and made this a
very competitive team. Their
success has centered around the
maturation of the younger players to step up and take command.
Despite a knee injury to Nancy
Volkel, an NAIA All-American
honorable mention last season
and the team's only senior this
season, the sophomore class has
coped well in her absence and
regrouped after a shaky outing
at Western Oregon.
"Nancy had been a very stable
player, who maybe didn't get
the recognition she deserved, but
she did her job every game."
said Weise.
"Take away Nancy, and you
take away our leader," added
Egans. "It's been an adjustment
period for us...when things
weren't going well you could
look to Nancy.
"It is a change in our team that
came faster than we thought.
We knew we would have to adjust, just not this quickly."
Egans also noted that no one
player can step up and completely fill the void.
"It is important to be confident
in everyone out there...by overcoming, we will be much stronger," she said.
"You just have to go with what
you have.," deadpanned Coach
Robert Kim, last year's NAIA
District 1 coach of the year.

"Nancy was a big part, but we
were able to win some crucial
games without her so the team is
very capable. It just makes the
team much younger.
"Our goals have stayed the
same, just not quite as consistent
at times, we miss Nancy's
leadership...[but] everyone's
taken turns stepping up."
Indeed, this young team has
pulled together and has continued to play strong. Throughout
the adversity, this fine group of
young talented players has
emerged to fill the vacuum left
by the injury to the court leader.
The team has played phenomenal thus far, posting a 20-1
record before entering the Westem Oregon State College Tournament. The Loggers struggled
a bit, losing three out of six
matches at the tournament, but
have rebounded to play strong.
After last night's victory over
Central, the Loggers improved
their overall record of 26-5 and
are undefeated at 6-0 in District
1 play.
"The Western Oregon Tournament served as a wake-up
call," says the six-foot middle
blocker/outside hitter Egans. "It
was our first tournament without Nancy."
Despite setbacks at the tournament in which they dropped
matches to Western Oregon and
Western Washington, the Loggers turned around just three days
later and defeated the Vikings
on October 12. The Loggers
came from behind after being
down in both the third and fourth
games of the match to post a
victory.

Egans called the victory at
Western Washington a key turning point in the season. It was the

see V-BALL page 15

The Logger volleyball team
made easy work of Central
Washington,defeating the Wildcats in three games,15-12, 15-9,
and 15-6 at the Fieldhouse Tuesday night.
This was a big game for both
teams, as it was the first meeting
for the two since the Loggers defeated the Wildcats last season in
the District 1 playoffs.

"We were very tentative; I'm not sure
why, but we just
have to see what we
can do and get
fired up and come
together."
— Wendy Weise

In the first game, the Wildcats
dominated early, appearing to take
advantage of some early Logger
mistakes.
After Central jumped out to a 64 lead in game one, sophomore
middle blocker Wendy Weise had
a decisive block that stole
Central's momentum.
"We were very tentative; I'm
not sure why, but we just have to
see what we can do and get fired
up and come together," said
Weise.
After the Loggers regrouped,
the match then took a turn in favor
of the Loggers.
Sophomore outside hitter/
middle blocker Andrea Egans
then added two more key blocks
that put the Loggers in command
for the remainder of the evening.
Weise continued to maintain
the team's momentum with three
more blocks that both extended
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Team led by strong
sophomore corps

By Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor

Sarah Zeisler powers the ball down in a key match against Central
Washington on Tuesday. The victory over the Wildcats leaves the
Loggers undefeated in district play.
the Logger lead and snuffed a
Wildcat attack.
The comeback was complete
when Egans ended the game on
one of her five aces on her trademark sinking jump serves placed
in the middle of Central defenders.
The Loggers coasted in the last
games, capitalizing on Wildcat
mistakes and keeping Central offbalance throughout the game.
Egans led the Loggers with 15
kills in addition to her five aces.
Heidi Moritz followed with 13
kills. Janice Lwin distributed 42
assists, and Weise had seven
blocks.
The win improved the Loggers
to 26-5 overall and 6-0 in district
play.
The Loggers hit the road on

Friday to faze Whitworth College in Spokane and continue the
trip Saturday at Lewis-Clark State
College in Lewiston, Idaho.
Puget Sound returns home to
continue district play to face
Western Washington University,
whom they lost to at the Western
Oregon Tournament, but defeated
just three days later in Bellingham.
The Loggers are definitely looking forward to the NAIA District
1 playoffs on the 11th and 12th of
November.
Puget Sound is in the driver's
seat to host the tournament, and
hope to use the homecourt advantage to return to the NAIA BiDistricts and Nationals later this
fall.

Football still winless after loss to Simon Fraser
DB)/ Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor

Once again, the Puget Sound
football team couldn't accomplish
anything on offense and had to
rely on its special teams and defense to make the score respectable, falling to Simon Fraser 2214 in Burnaby, B.C. in the Mt.
Rainier League opener.
The Loggers, now 0-4-1, gained
only 125 yards on offense in the
game and were forced to punt 12
times.
"They controlled the line of
scrimmage," said head coach Ross
Hjelseth. "Their defensive line
may physically be the best in the
league."
On their opening drive, the Loggers were held to three plays and
out, and forced Todd Cooley to
make the first of his plethora of
punts. The Loggers were held to
three-and-out offensive sequences six times in the game;
Puget Sound was successful on
only 19 percent of its third-down
conversions.
After Cooley's 44-yard punt,
the Clan took the ball all the way
to the Puget Sound 12-yard line,

but were held to only a field goal.
Laundry littered the field all
game. The Loggers were penalized 12 times for 146 yards and
the Clan was flagged 13 times for
115.
"It was a game where the officials calkxleverything close," said
Hjelseth. "It did work both ways,
so both teams were penalized frequently."
On Simon Fraser's fourth drive,
Puget Sound was called for roughing the passer and pass interference.
The penalties eventually led to
another field goal, making the
score 6-0.
After the two teams traded possessions and punts a few times,
Simon Fraser scored its first
touchdown two plays after Puget
Sound's Chris Allen was called
for a late hit. The Clan tried a twopoint conversion, but were unsuccessful, leaving the score 120.
Darryl Fitzhugh gave the Loggers a big scoring opportunity
with a 67-yard kickoff return that
left the ball at the Simon Fraser
22-yard line with 35 seconds left
in the half.

But reminiscent of last week's
game against Western Oregon,
the first half ended with poor clock
management and questionable
play calling.
With no time outs left, quarter-

"Our defense rose to
the challenge many
times, but when
your offense can't
get anything going,
it makes it tougher
for your defense."
—Ross Hjelseth

back Chris Schlecht threw a fouryard pass to running back Justin
Olson, who was unable to get out
of bounds to stop the clock. The
field goal unit could not get on the
field before time expired in the
half.

"We wanted to snap the ball to
kill the clock, but Simon Fraser
was slow in unpiling," said
Hjelseth, questioning the lack of
a penalty against the Clan for a
delay. "We never had a chance to
get another snap."
The second half started for the
Clan with a 95 yard kickoff return
for a touchdown. The Clan had
the gaul to attempt an onside kick,
but the Loggers recovered at the
Simon Fraser 43-yard line.
After recovering the onside
kick, the Loggers were in excellent field position but could still
do nothing, despite a face mask
penalty against Simon Fraser. On
a fourth-and-two play on the
Clan's 35-yard line, Olson was
stopped for no gain, and the Clan
took over on downs.
The defense did its job again,
forcing another fumble that was
recovered by Joel Epstein at the
Simon Fraser 43-yard line.
"Our defense rose to the challenge many times," said Hjelseth,
"but when your offense can't get
anything going, it makes it tougher
for your defense."
With excellent field position
again, Puget Sound went the

wrong direction. Schlecht was
sacked for a seven-yard loss, and
then the Loggers were penalized
on two straight plays for a personal foul and for holding. Cooley
was forced to punt again.
Down 22-0 early in the fourth
quarter, the Loggers started to
fight back. Earl Fitzpatrick
blocked a Clan punt, and James
Ward scooped up the ball and
was off to the races to avert a
shutout, returning the ball 30 yards
for a touchdown.
The Loggers tried a two-point
conversion that was intercepted,
and the ensuing onside kick was
recovered by the Clan.
On the next Simon Fraser possession, the field goal attempt was
blocked by Fitzpatrick again and
recovered by Danny Ballough.
"Those blocked kicks gave us
some momentum at the end of the
game," said Hjelseth.
Finally, the Loggers got a decent drive together that culminated on an Aaron McCoy sevenyard touchdown run.
This tines, the two-point conversion was successful, as

see FOOTBALL page 14
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X-Country continues to win
Loggers have not yet lost to NAIA school
C113y Noah Megowan
Staff Writer

C
C

Jennifer Wedgle maneuvers around a Seattle Pacific defender on
Saturday. The Loggers defeated the Falcons 9-0 in a scrimmage,
but fell to Portland State yesterday 2-1.

fourth-place finish in a time of
17:54. Emily Kellman also raced
well and finished in the top ten
with a time of 18:05.
Wanda Howlett finished 25 seconds behind Kellman, placing 11th
overall. Kirsten Brenkert and April
Plattner were the Loggers' final
scorers taking 37th and 44th, both
with sub-20:00 times. The Logger
women are still ranked first in the
nation as they have not lost to a
NAIA team this season.
Racing this Saturday at Western
Washington, the men and women
will participate in their last regular
season race of the year. The District 1 championships will be on
November 6 at Ft. Steilacoom in
Tacoma.

Fencing team makes debut

FOOTBALL from page13
Schlecht completed the pass to
Christian McDonald to make the
score 22-14.
The onside kick again was recovered by Simon Fraser. The Clan
marched down to the Loggers'
eight-yard line, but missed a 26yard line field goal.
The Loggers had one last gasp
with the ball at their own 20 with
1:01 remaining in the game and
one time out. But at crunch time,
Puget Sound failed again to use the
clock wisely.
Schlecht was sacked for losses

The Loggers' cross country
teams continued their domination
of the NAIA as the men won the
Central Washing ton Invitational on
Friday. The women placed fifth at
a meet in California also featuring
NCAA schools.
With only five schools in the
8,000-meter race, the seventhranked Logger men had no real
competition. Jon Westerman finished second overall in a time of
25:52 behind Central
Washington's Eric Tolefson.
The Loggers placed seven runners in the top ten, including Eric
Cook, Greg Fox, Josh Montgom-

ery, Roger Bialous, Tim Leary and
Kirby Leufroy. Despite Tolefson' s
individual victory, Central finished
a distant second.
The women's team did not make
the trip to Central last weekend,
but instead traveled to sunny San
Luis Obispo, Calif. The results
were sunny as well, as the Logger
women finished fifth behind
UCLA, Cal-Poly SLO, UCSB and
California-Berkeley.
Cal-Berkeley edged Puget Sound
by one point in the 5,000-meter
race. The women were without
their number four runner Jennifer
Burningham, who stayed behind
to complete a geology field trip.
Danita Erickson was outstanding, leading the Loggers with a

of 4 and 6, and then threw an incomplete pass, leaving the Loggers with a fourth down and 20
yards to go at their own 10-yard
line.
Schlecht completed a 36-yard
pass to McDonald, but it wasn't
enough as Schlecht was forced to
scramble for nine yards as time
expired.
The Loggers will face the 12thranked Vikings of Western Washington in the Homecoming Game
on Saturday. Kickoff will be at
1:30.

❑13y Darin Padur and Jon
Wolfer
Sports Copy and Sports Editor
The much-anticipated fencing
team debut will occur this Friday.
The fencing club began last year
under the direction of Ken Lyons,
whose vision and determination
saw the struggling group of weekend fencers turn into a fighting
force ready to take on other collegiate programs.
Because of limited space, the

club has been forced to find alternative areas to practice lunging
and other fencing manuevers.
Last year, one could find the
fencing club anywhere from the
third floor of Thompson Hall to a
house near 11th and Lawrence.
In a bold move, the club approached the ASUPS Finance
Committee to seek funding for
dwindling equipment late last
spring.
After much consideration, and a
commitment from club members,
the Finance Committee granted the

club monies for masks and sabers. Now the investment is beginning to pay dividends.
After weeks of practice in
Karlen Quadrangle , the first season of competition will begin in
a new arena for Puget Sound.
Puget Sound will take on
Tacoma Community College in
a foil tournament on Friday, October 22 at 3:30 p.m. in the basement of Kilworth Chapel.
Admission is free, but students
are advised to arrive earlier as
seats are limited.

THE SMALL DISH HAS ARRIVED...
Amaring Discovery!
',Smallest home dish ever!
Receives 110 channels!
Fits anywhere!
softly 10" (Inches) in size!

The Pizza Cellar

CNN DISNEY WON SWF HBO•

ESPN DISCOVERY NOR MUSIC USA
CINEMAX° HEADLINE NEWS MS
NASHVILLE NETWORK ACE YEW
THE FANNY awoken. and many morel

Open Nlic nislt. Tuesday 26M

As low ae $78.95 complete.

at 8:00PM

Send S-4.95 cash, check or money order for complete

details to
NATIONAL CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
5300 N BRAESINOOD 84, 3'TE 119
HOUSTON, TX 77098

The Best of

Gilbert & Sullivan
Featuring Stars of the D'Oyly Carte

CELLAR hours: 11:00 AM- midnight
deliveri hours: 400 PM-‘11:30

PM

(pizza only)
Audiences and critics agree this is "Gilbert and Sullivan at its best."
The program offers highlights from more than a dozen of the "Savoy
Operas" sung by artists who performed principal roles in the D'Oyly
Carte's final season of its 107 year history. Enjoy the best loved songs
from

The Mikado, The Pirates of Penzance and HMS Pinafore.

Thursday, October 28 , 7:30 p.m.
Pantages Theater, Tickets: $25, $21, $17, $12
Sponsored by Key Banlif Washington with KPLU 88.5
Special funding provided by the Ben B. Cheney Foundation

Located in the r
basement of
the SUB

BROADWAY CENTER
FOR it rE PERFORMAJGAKP,

For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office, 901 Broadway, Tacoma,
or call 591-5894 Monday-Friday between 11:30 ami. & 5:30 p.m.,
or Ticketmaster at 627-8497. As always, group discounts are available.

756-FOOD

In celebration of the
espresso machine being
fixed
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UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Women's Soccer—

Men's soccer wins one
game, but loses Berry

Sunday, 12 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Willamette
❑By Jeff Schaus
University
Staff Writer

Men's Soccer—
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Tacoma Community College
vs. Seattle University

Volleyball—
Tuesday, 7 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Western Washington University

Men's and Women's Swimming—
Saturday, 9 a.m. at Wallace Pool vs. Alumni

Football—
Saturday, 1:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Western
Washington University (Homecoming)

October 21, 1993

After dropping two weekend road
games in Spokane by identical
scores of 3-0, Puget Sound returned
home for back to back games but
did not find much more luck at
Baker Stadium. Though the Loggers did manage to defeat Hawaii
Pacific 2-1, senior captain Mark
Berry was injured and could be
lost for the important district game
against Seattle University.
While Berry was on the ground
after he committed a foul, a Sea
Warrior maliciously kicked him in
the ribs. Berry's teammates rushed
to his aid and a scuffle ensued that
saw a red card for the Hawaii Pacific instigator and two yellows.
Berry had to be wheeled off the
field with bruised ribs and a bruised
liver.

Some of the pain was taken away
in the 55th minute when sophomore Derik Mills hit freshman
Brian Sponsler with a perfect pass
that Sponsler was able to convert
into his first collegiate goal.
The assist gave Mills his twelfth
point of the season as the team's
leading scorer.
"The midfield has been giving a
lot of support and we are playing
well as a team," said Mills.
Junior midfielder Michael
Chaffee was able to convert a
bouncing ball into a goal ten minutes later to give the Loggers an
insurmountable lead.
Sophomore goalkeeper Benjy
Meyers lost his shutout bid in the
79th minute when Hawaii Pacific
scored on a goal very similar to
Chaffee' s.
The match was the roughest of
the season for the Loggers who

had to play a team preoccupied
with hurting players rather than
with playing soccer.
Wednesday's game was less violent, but less lucky for the Loggers
as they lost 1-0 to Portland State.
Just two minutes into the game, a
Viking attacker took the ball down
the right sideline and hit a rolling
shot toward the goal. Junior goalkeeper Brant Witzel dove but
couldn't quite reach the ball and it
rolled in for the only score of the
game.
After halftime Puget Sound came
onto the field and played inspired
soccer for the remaining forty five
minutes. Five great scoring chances
all came up short for the Loggers.
The Loggers need to beat Seattle
University in order to make the
District playoffs. The game will be
played at Tacoma Community
College at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday.

blocker from Sammamish High
School in Bellevue, has been outstanding in her ability to squelch
opponent attacks. She has 138
kills as well as leading the team
in solo blocks (54) and is tied for
the assisted block lead with 40.
Lwin leads the team in assists
with 873 (Egans is second with
56) and has provided frequent
sets for both Weise and Egans.
The 5-7 setter from Olympia who
features a jump serve similar to
Egans is second on the team in
aces with 29.
Lwin's consistency on the
court is often overlooked as a
setter, but still contributes in
other aspects, as she is tied with
Weise for the assisted block lead.
Zeisler (78 games played, 102
kills, and 25 aces) did not see
much playing time her freshman
year, but has emerged as a solid
starter to complement the front
line attack.
The Loggers are currently
ranked 10th in the NAIA poll
and have definite aspirations of
leaving their mark on the rest of

the NAIA competitors.
"In some ways we've had
some easy wins; we could easily still only have one loss or 15
losses. [But] you have to take it
as it comes," said Kim.
"Coach Kim realizes that
we're going to make mistakes,
but that we need to stick together as a team, and come together and be unified," said
Egans. "If we stick together we
can win."
No matter what happens this
season, the future looks bright
with this young team. One can
only imagine what is in store for
the Puget Sound volleyball team
as the sophomores mature into
their junior and senior years.

V-BALL from page 13

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Jon Westerman
Continuing to amaze his teammates, coaches and opponents,
freshman cross country runner Jon
Westerman has been named the
Dande Trophy Company Athlete
of the Week.
Westerman placed second overall at the Central Washington Invitational on Friday, four seconds
behind Central's Eric Tolefson to
lead the Loggers to another victory.
The freshman from Seattle's
Shorecrest High School also placed
for Puget Sound at the Pacific
Lutheran, Lewis and Clark and
Sundodger Invitationals this year.
Westerman's performances
make things look promising for
the men's team in postseason competition— in districts and beyond.

Find all your espresso favorites at...

E5PR€550

LATE 1110r1T orrcc 6AP
A new place to lounge, study and escape from campus

Fresh Pastries and Desserts, Soups, etc.
neW

granita - a frozen espresso treat
3

blocks from The rnsine house

Just a few blocks from school
2602 Oth Ave 572-4309
Shakabrah Java-1

WE'RE STARTING A
NEWS STAND

2 for 1
Latte

TELL US YOUR FAVORITE
NEWSPAPER, IT MAY
SHOW UP ON OUR STANDS! of equal of lesser value

L evires11/4/93

biggest match for this young
team since Volker s injury and
proved this team was capable
of beating good teams on the
road.
Without any seniors, the team
has relied on some outstanding
play of this corps. Prior to the
Central game, Egans leads the
team in kills (297), kills per
game average (3.97) as well as
aces (45).
Egans has the ability to singlehandedly turn around a game
and create momentum when all
appears hopeless. She is just as
effective eight feet away from
the net, and can deliver one of
her trademark sinking top-spin
attacks even without good sets.
Egans' dominance was obvious in the Logger's victory over
Central Tuesday night. Numerous times, Egans delivered a
decisive kill that stifled the
Wildcat defense when it appeared that the Loggers would
have to send a free ball over to
Central's side.
Weise, the 5-11 middle

Stand Rock Indian Ceremonial
An Exciting Celebration
of Native American Song
and Dance
Wearing brilliantly colored
and intricately beaded regalia,
this cast of Native Americans,
representing tribes from across
North America, including the
Winnebago, Crow,
Navajo, Sioux, Apache
and Ute, will showcase the
extraordinary ritual dance and
songs of their many cultures. A
must-see for the entire family.

YAKIMA-THULE
ALL TYPES OF RACKS
Ski Bicycle Kayak
Windsurf Luggage
NORTHWEST RACK
SUPPLY
5944 6TH AVENUE
564-7575

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.

Wednesday, October 27, 7:30 p.m.
Pantages Theater
Tickets: $19, $16, $13, $10 BROADWAY CENTER
Pre-performance discussion, 6:30 p.m.
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Stand Rock Indian Ceremonial is supported by the Presenter Incentive Project,
a program of the Western States Arts Federation. Special funding is provided
by the Ben B. Cheney Foundation.
For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office, 901 Broadway, Tacoma,
or call 591-5894 Monday-Friday between 11:30 am. & 5:30 p.m.,
or Ticketmaster at 627-8497. As always, group discounts are available.

The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.
The price–$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(and GRE)CO.
Next LSAT classes be.an October 2, 5, 6, & 7.
Next GRE class 5,gins October I R.
`Tranale ■ S 001 01aWr110 scale unless o!nerw.su r7.7
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Gun control a mistake
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❑By Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist

S411 Editotia:
Who's drugs have we declared war on?
5 ince the birth of former First Lady Nancy Reagan's "Just Say No" campaign there has been a dramatic

increase in society's alarm in the illegal use of drugs. Over and over again, as a society we are barraged by
a media feeding us with images pointing to the ghettos and foreigners as being the center of the United States'
drug problem. The abuse of street drugs is indeed a gigantic problem, but does its coverage overlook another
one?
In approximately eighty years the United States has been turned upside down. We have moved from the
horse and buggy, to the jet plane, to the Space Shuttle and beyond. The advances have been staggering.
People are challanged daily to keep up with a world that is moving at a dizzying pace and has no intention
of slowing down. The pressures and demands of this society can often be too much and for relief, some
people turn to drugs.
Having found a substance that can relieve the feelings of stress and inadequacy of this new society, people
return to drugs again and again for assistance in their lives. Then, accustomed to depending upon the drug
instead of their own resources –addiction follows.
We are perched on the edge of a future not unlike the one predicted by Aldus Huxley's Brave New World.,
where all we need to do if we feel worried, anxious, or upset is to take a pill. Where, by simply getting a
prescription, we can turn a bad day into happy productive one. As unbelieveable as it sounds, we may already
be there.
Over-shadowed by marajuana in the 50s, LSD in the 60s, and cocain in the 80s, drugs like percocet, codein
and Valium were entering homes and ruining lives. Prescribed as "necessary" for anxiety and stress the
damage these drugs have been doing has long been ignored in preference to the dangerous glamor of the
street.
Who wants to hear about housewives living their lives in a Valium-induced haze when we can watch COPS
and see gangsters battling over drug territory. This idea of "salability" brings up an interesting question.
Is the heavy coverage of illegal drugs simply a convenient distraction?
This is not to say that crack and heroin aren't a problem, but could another major problem be downplayed
simply because it wouldn't be profitable to thoroughly expose it? As well, who gains from a society reliant
on "legal" drugs to get through the problems in their lives and who decides whether a drug should be legal
or not?
Looking at the problem exponentially, it doesn't take much to envision a society where we manipulate our
mood each day by the pill we take, altering who we really are. Currently, this problem can be seen with the
dilemma over Prozac.
Initially hailed as a miracle for those suffering from severe depression, it has recently come under criticism
for being prescribed and used irresponsibly, not to mention the occasional side-effects which have possibly
led to suicides and abnormally desperate violent behavior. More and more, doctors are prescribing Prozac
for minor depression or to "adjust" the attitudes of patients who are simply going through a tough period
in their life.
Drugs have a huge influence on our lives and ceratainly have some genuine value. It is important to
remember though, that the drug problem can not simply be isolated to a dark alleys and criminals. It is as

close as the nearest pharmacy.

Just as the government shouldn't have
the right to censor
speech, the government should not
eliminate a person's
right to bear firearms.
people should not have their right
to bear arms taken away because of
the actions of someone else.
Just as the the government
doesn't, or shouldn't, have the right
to censor speech and interfere with
religion, the government should
not eliminate a person's right to
bear firearms.
The other problem with gun control is that it won't eliminate the
guns which create all the violence
and homicide. Gun control advocates must have left their logic behind when they thought that people
who commit crimes with guns
would somehow not commit a
crime to obtain a gun.
Strict gun control laws would do
just what the alcohol prohibition in
the late twenties and early thirties
did—create enormous amounts of
crime with huge, underground
black markets (much like current
drug laws do now).
Gun control would work in an
opposite fashion to how its proponents want it to work. It would
create more crime, not less. Law
enforcement officers would be
bogged down trying to wrangle
with another huge black market.
So why, in spite of all this evidence, do people fight for gun control? Their intentions are good because they want to make the world
a safer place by reducing crime.
Their good intentions, however,
somehow got skewed. Their goals
will only bring about negative consequences.
I do not think that anyone should
own a gun, but I will not deny

anyone the right to do so.

Which is more important,
art or science?
tig2as suto Aq solotki

Q uestion of the Week:

/his past August, President Bill
Clinton released the Crime Bill
which, thanks to health care and
foreign affairs, has garnered about
as much attention as the latest
Michael J. Fox movie. Clinton,
trying to shed the image of a political left-winger, developed a crime
package that had numerous conservative elements with which I
don't agree. It also has one liberal
element with which I also do not
agree —the Brady Bill.
People have tried to pass the
Brady Bill for years without much
success. Now that it is incorporated in Clinton's Crime Bill, it
has a much greater chance for passage. It is important to note that the
debate over the Brady Bill is not
just a debate about whether or not
there should be a seven day waiting period before an individual
can purchase a handgun. The Brady
Bill symbolizes the debate over
the entire issue of gun control.
The gun control debate arises
every time there is a drive-by shooting, every time new research shows
an increase in violent crimes and
homicides and every time there is
some heartrending story of how a
young child shot himself with his
parents' gun. Even though this
debate has raged for years, it has
remained boorishly stagnant. Progun control advocates say that guns
cause deaths and violence, while
the anti-gun control advocates
claim that if owning a gun becomes a criminal offense, only
criminals will have guns.
Except for a few intellectuals,
very few people ever evaluate the
deeper themes and consequences
in the gun control argument. Two
questions arise from these evaluations: Does the government have
the right to prohibit people from
purchasing and owning guns? And,
what will happen if guns become
illegal?
The answer to the first question
is a defiant NO. The answer to the
second question is a bit more complex and will be discussed shortly.
Before I start defending one of
my few conservative positions, let
me preface it by saying that I personally abhor guns. I will never

buy or use one. I can't see any
positive reason to own a gun. I
think that hunting is a stupid, cruel,
vicious sport. Far more gun-related
accidents occur through hunting
than do gun-related accidents
through the prevention of crime.
Even though I disagree with guns
and everything for which they
stand, I will still support anyone
who wishes to purchase and own a
gun. The government has no right
to prohibit people from owning
firearms. If people who own guns
commit crimes with those weapons, the government has the right
and duty to step in and take appropriate actions. However, innocent

"Science, you get to
invent cool stuff."

–Jason Glasgow

"Art, because art is a form of
expression and science is a form
of explanation."
—Trevor Will

"Art, because art is the
soul of humankind."

—Holly Myers

"New forms of art, immitating
life in progressively creative and
vulgur ways, are a better way of
gettin' more cash."
—Arlo Pelgrin
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Letters to the Editor
Athlete reacts to
lack of respect
To the editor:

T

ior to the release of last week's

Trail, I had been comfortable with

the fact that, even though our football program borders on dreadful,
the other sports here at Puget Sound
were tolerated, even a little appreciated. Mr. Simpson's article on
athletics showed me that this was
not true. He pointed out that there
are students on this campus who
are so engulfed in ignorance that
they can write such asinine drivel
as what appeared in his guest commentary.
Let's get the facts straight, shall
we? First of all, Puget Sound is
known for its athletics. If you don't
believe me, ask any member of the
seven teams that were nationally
ranked last year, or maybe one of
the numerous All-American athletes who represented Puget Sound.
If you don't think that is enough
publicity, don't blame the athletes—it's the Physical Education
& Athletics Department and the
administration who have limited
the growth of our sports programs.
As for problems with professors,
I strongly disagree with your accusation that they are insulted by
student-athletes. All of my professors have been very supportive and
understanding. If I do happen to
run into one of your "insulted"
professors, though, I'll tell him
that my priorities are straight and
if he doesn't want to be concerned
about his students as intelligent
individuals, maybe he should be
teaching at a larger school. "Besides," I'll tell him, "Mr. Simpson
told me that Puget Sound is incredibly expensive;" some of that
money must be going to teachers'
salaries, don't you think? But what
do I know, anyway, for I am forced
to stretch (my) intellectual limits
while...taking 100 level classes'?
Who am I kidding? I know

plenty! I know that there are a lot
of athletes at this school who work
their asses off to excel in their
respective sports. It's not the
coaches who push them or a scholarship hanging over their heads;
it's a desire to see how good they
can be. Let's face it we are not
dealing with the Hollywood melodrama featured in the movie The
Einglam. At Puget Sound, full rides
are a myth and shoe company en-

We don't sell our
bodies to anybody
we simply sacrifice
them for the sport
we love.
dorsements are rarely offered, let
alone accepted. We kill ourselves
day in and day out by choice and if
this causes a lapse in our studies
then it is by our own decision, not
someone else's.
I don't know about athletes in
other sports, by my teammates and
I were insulted by Mr. Simpson's
lack of respect for our efforts. So I
would like to propose the following:
Unless you want to run 70 miles
a week in intense training, as well
as supplementary lifting, swimming and biking workouts, for little
to no financial incentive and still
help maintain the highest grade
point average of any sport in a
program that has produced one
national championship team, six
district champions, seven AllAmericans and four Academic AllAmericans in the last year, then I
suggest you should not turn out for
cross-country or track. A balance
of athletics and academics is possible. We don't sell our bodies to
anybody; we simply sacrifice them
for the sport we love.
Josh Montgomery

No NAFTA
To the editor:
/ find it the ultimate in ironies that I, as a socialist, should
be agreeing with a capitalist billionaire about an issue relating
to the welfare of workers. However, Ross Perot is absolutely
correct in his opposition to the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).
There is a saying that those
who do not learn from history
are doomed to repeat it. There is,
in history, another free trade
agreement—the Open Door
Policy in China. The British East
India Company imported opium
into China and consequently converted many Chinese into opium
addicts. The foreign capitalists
who built factories there paid no
attention to the environment or

Student warns
against "Thought
Police"
To the editor:

I

t seems that the rhetorical giant
is, yet again, alive and well here at
the University. I myself could be
one, yet how in the world could
anyone support the suggestion
"broad guidelines of acceptable
content for The Trail and other
student media [should] be established and enforced by the Student
Media Board"? I applaud the existence of any suggestions that may
have been made at the emergency
meeting of the Student Media
Board, but where the hell have I
been living the last 21 years of my
life? Did Orwell's fantasy suddenly
become reality? What are "guidelines" and, for that matter, what are
"broad guidelines" and who should
decide on those guidelines? Do we
not have the individual right to
exercise freedom of speech in this
country? If that is true, which lately

the health and safety of workers
in those factories. Little children
worked sixteen hours a day in
factories where they were often
locked in at night. In match factories they received phosphorus
burns all over their bodies, and
once they died, they were simply

NAFTA...is nothing
but a smokescreen
for exploitation.
thrown on the trash heap for the
dogs to eat. They were considered
nothing more than expendable input into a product.
Supporters of NAFTA say a similar situation couldn't occur today
because child labor laws exist and
environmental organizations have
I am not sure that it is, are there not
laws that exist to protect one if
misrepresentation does occur?
The Trail, as any publication I
assume, is a responsible entity and,
as such, would not want to jeopardize its own existence by breaking
the law. Yet, if the laws concerning misrepresentation were broken, let those involved exercise
their individual rights and take legal action. One could ask him or
herself why these laws even exist
in the first place and why, if one
does not believe in them, has one
chosen to live under their constructs?
However, I feel the main foci of
last week's article on the emergency meeting was to call attention to the "Greek bashing" that
may have occurred in The Trail
three weeks ago and the presence
of such an article in the University
newspaper, one may want to look
at the definition of The Trail. It is
"A Publication of the Associated
Students of the University of Puget
Sound." As such, The Trail represents the associated student body
which is made up of, yea, I know

power. Well, judging from the
maquiladora factories, I think they
are being overly optimistic. Pollution near these factories is so bad
that children are being born without brains or with other terrible
birth defects.
NAFTA, in my opinion, is nothing but a smokescreen for exploitation. American workers will lose
because high-paying manufacturing jobs will translocate to Mexico
and be replaced by service sector
jobs, which in turn, will pay five or
six dollars an hour. Mexican workers will lose because of pollution,
low pay, bad working conditions
and no benefits. It is a lose-lose
proposition for everyone except
the American capitalists who take
advantage of NAFTA to increase
their profits.
Gary Sudborough
it's redundant, STUDENTS. As a
student, you are part of this association and you alone, I would hope,
should have control over : 1) your
representation within that association; and 2) the control over the
"guidelines" which represent you.
As far as the former is concerned,
you do have the control. If you feel
that you don't, write an article that
accurately represents yourself and
submit it to The Trail, or create
another newspaper, form an
activist(s) group, hold informational meetings, but do something
to represent yourself better if you
feel that you are not being represented, as in this case, adequately
or accurately, which could include
taking legal action. As far as the
latter is concerned, I would gravely
hope that, by definition, the University, through its ever-omniscient
appendages, would not wantonly
come to represent the dreaded
(wanted?) "Thought Police" of
1984 or any year (1993?), for that
matter.
Ever-Afraid,
Gavin LaRowe

Safe Streets: a preventive step towards crime
1:1By Troy Hirsch

Unfortunately, crime is a major problem throughput much
of the country and the police cannot cure the epidemic by
Guest Writer
themselves for three reasons. First, citizens are not looking
out for crime and are not getting involved. Second, people
onsider these numbers: in the United States, there is do not know how to go about reporting crimes and, thus,
one robbery every 49 seconds, one aggravated assault every don't report them when they do occur. Finally, according to
30 seconds, one burglary every 10 seconds and one property a recent article in the Tacoma News Tribune, "Beyond
crime every two seconds. All these crimes totaled more than Violence," there are simply not enough police officers to
$288 trillion paid out in expenses over 1991, according to the eliminate all criminal activity.
Many of us know to maintain a lived-in look, put an alarm
U.S. Department of Justice Uniform Crime Reports. But,
more than that, people throughout the United States are
suffering personal losses and personal harm.
Now perhaps you think you are not living in an area where
By enacting Safe Streets we can all
crime will affect you. Well, I live across the street from the
University, and last December, the day before I was suphelp ourselves to feel safer on the
posed to leave for Winter Break, I awoke to see that my car
streets and in our homes.
was gone! It had been stolen during the night. I called the
police and filed a report because there was nothing else I
could do. The officer assured me that my car would be found,
but that was not my real concern. As he was talking, I thought
about how somebody just came and took something per- on a window and lock the doors whenever we leave the
sonal of mine right off my own property. The next thought house. But there is even more we can do that requires just as
that came to mind was that nothing would stop this from little effort. United S tates Attorney General William P. Barr
happening again. The realization hit me: this is a problem. argues that any long-term solution "falls largely outside of
Crime in the United States has continuously increased the law-enforcement system. It requires strengthening those
over the past 40 years and we must do something to stop it basic institutions,like community groups, that are responbecause we cannot afford to allow crime to affect us di- sible for instilling values and creating law-abiding citirectly—if it hasn't yet. Already, people like me are having zens." The answer lies with Safe Streets.
Safe Streets was originally created on October 31,1987 by
our homes and lives broken into. I will show the severity of
the problem of crime in the United States and then demon- Dennis Flannagan in Tacoma in order to put a stop to violent
strate the solution in action and how you can help put a stop drug crimes in communities. The Safe Streets program
works effectively by pulling the people in a community
to criminal activity.
Crime has affected almost everyone in the United States at together to work as an organized unit. According to Tacoma
least once in their lives. In 1991 alone, 31 of every 1,000 Safe Streets director, Greg Kleiner, the program's main
people in the U.S. were the victims of a crime. According to strategy is community mobilization. As published in the
the Los Angeles Times, the 1991 crime rate increased by 3.6 Safe Streets Manual, this is accomplished by establishing
percent. More specifically, there were 13.1 million property contact between individuals in a neighborhood and by
crimes in 1991, which includes home burglary and vandal- teaching them how to communicate effectively with the
ism. These crimes totaled about $16.1 billion in losses— authorities.
First, Safe Streetsbrings as many members of thecommuequivalent to 50 million VCRs and TVs.

C

nity as possible together to discuss any problems that exist
within the neighborhood. In doing so, citizens can learn of
any peculiar or potentially hazardous, recurring behavior
from one another.
By bringing everyone together, the members meet their
neighbors. This is important because there is a fine line
between neighborhood safety and invasion of privacy. For
instance, a Safe Streets household knows when a neighbor
is out of town and can identify a suspicious stranger who is
walking around the grounds at night.
Finally, and most importantly, a "phone tree," which links
all of the individuals to one another, can be established. The
phone tree works simply and effectively. One resident
leader for every neighborhood is placed at the beginning of
the phone tree. Then three section leaders are chosen from
the neighborhood and placed in the next step down. Then
each of the other participants in Safe Streets are listed below
one of the section leaders. Once the phone tree is established, the implementation of safety can take place.
If a neighborhood member identifies some unusual behavior that they believe to be illegal, they dial 9-1-1,
identify themselves and describe clearly and completely the
individual and their suspicious activity to the authorities.
Then that member contacts the section leader with the same
information that they gave to the police. After copying
down the message word for word, the section leader contacts the resident leader who, in turn, phones the other two
section leaders. Then each section leader contacts the other
members of the phone tree in their section to alert them. In
10 minutes or so, the police and every member of the
community are alerted to the suspicious activity.
It is important to realize that this program is not a group
of vigilantes getting together and imposing paranoia on the
people around them. It is simply a program to promote
awareness and the feeling of safety in the home. Participants are not taking justice into their own hands, but rather
facilitating the already-existing justice system. The way
they become involved is through information, not direct
intervention.
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Its up to you: reflections on an urban jungle
Staff Writer
!his weekend I was in Seattle.
I came back to Tacoma on the bus.
During the weekends it is necessary to take two buses, first the
Metro 174 to the Federal Way Park
& Ride, then the Pierce Transit
500 back to Tacoma. The way the
time schedules are arranged, the
two buses are supposed to arrive
and depart in interlocking rotations, so it shouldn't be necessary
to wait more than a minute or two.
This time, however, the 174 was
ten minutes late and the driver
seemed tired or drunk because he
drove very slowly. We pulled into
the Federal Way Park & Ride just
as the 500 bus to Tacoma was
pulling out. I had to wait an hour
for the next bus. It was about
9:30p.m. In case you don't know,
the Park & Ride is a gloomy place.
There was a woman yelling at her
kids and there were two men, one
wearing a Kings jacket and another who asked me the time. It
was cold while I waited. Finally,
the bus came.
Once on the bus, the guy in the
Kings jacket started talking. He
complained about the driver of the
174 bus who had forced us to wait
by dropping us off late. He talked
about other experiences he'd had
with bus and taxi drivers. Once he
got going, he was a really good
speaker, with the tone of a preacher.
He said, "Those Pakistani drivers are the worst. They always say
when you get to the cab, 'Give me
some money up front.' You say,
'Take me where I'm going first,
then I'll pay you.' But they act like
you're a gang member. Last December I was wearing one of those
Raiders jackets, you know, the kind
that come down to your knees? It
was cold. The cab driver said,
'Twenty dollars up front.' I said,
'First take me where I want to go.
That's how it works.' I didn't have
on any gold chains or a ring or
anything like that. But they get
nervous just because you're black.
It's crazy."
He talked about how when he
used the cab, all he wanted to do
was just pay the fare and get to his
destination. The idea of fair monetary trade was very important to
him. He said, "A black man's only
mission in this life is to get paid.
You do your job and you get your
money." He was really sermonizing now. Other people on the bus

were saying, "Uh huh," and "Yes,"
after he made each point. He talked
about his plans to become a rapper
and hit the big time. He talked
about his cousin, E-Dawg, who
recently hada hit in Seattle, "Drop
Top." He described how E-Dawg
was neglecting his family. He made
comparisons to Dr. Dre. He said,
"Once you get successful, you forget your homies and your family
and all the people who were there
for you when you were living low.
And you forget about what's happening on the streets. Dre got hung
up with gang members, got into
selling drugs, got shot. I won't do
that. Once you get your money,
everything else opens up. Education, living, all of it. The whole
world runs on money."
***
I rent a room in a multi-tenant
house. Five other people, none of
whom I know, also live there. One
of the tenants is a thirty-year-old
man who lives by himself, although
he has a wife and a son somewhere. He acts very protectively
toward the younger men in the
house, as though he was a big
brother. One night he and another
tenant, a guy who attends Tacoma
Community College, both went out
to a bar that is located between my
house and the Hilltop district. Apparently, while in the bar, the
younger man started talking with
another man who wanted to sell
him some marijuana, but asked
him to come and get it at the seller's
house. The older man, the big
brother, cautioned the younger man
not to go with the seller, but the
younger man waved him off. So
the big brother came home, where
he caught me going up to my room
and started a conversation. While
we were talking, the younger man
came home.
"Well," he said, "I learned my
lesson."
The big brother said, "You got
burned didn't you? I told you not
to go. How much did you lose?"
"Twenty dollars."
The big brother worked himself
up, berating the younger guy for
not having listened to him and getting continually angrier at the seller
who had conned the younger man.
The younger man just cowed, and
accepted it.
"All over some fucking bud,"
said the big brother. "Christ, you
weren't even paying attention. And
you wouldn't let me come with
you to watch out for you. I was

worried about you. I knew that guy nent physiological side affects and
was going to screw you. I could see is not physically addictive. It has a
it. He was thinking, 'Well there's rich historical background in colsome honky son-of-a-bitch I can lege student culture. While still
fuck over.' You should have let me enjoying rejection by the consercome along. But no, you had to vative and the mainstream, it is a
look over your shoulder and laugh, staple of the bohemia, not to mendidn't you? But if I had been there, tion its widespread use among
many members of the Greek sociit would have been different."
Since I didn't have to talk to the
big brother anymore, I started going up to my room. As he continDuring one song, the
ued to talk, he got increasingly
angry. He said,"If I had been there, singer Johnny Rotten
I would have cut that nigger's ear
screamed, "KILL
off and skull-fucked his head."
***
SOMEONE! WE
In north Tacoma, the neighborhoods are fairly easy to determine. DON'T MIND! KILL
If I look out of my window that
YOURSELF! WE
faces north, I can see the University and the pleasant neighborhoods
DON'T MIND!"
that surround it. If I look out my
window that faces south, I can see Whatever it was that
the commercial districts of 6th
he meant, the crowd
Avenue and the cheap buildings
screamed back in
that extend southward into downtown. My house lies less than a
enthusiasm.
block away from a bar. It doesn't
have a sign outside its door and lies
in an alley parking lot. Cars go in
and out of the parking lot all night. eties. The knowledge and use of
Sometimes I hear gunshots. These hemp is a common trend among
are clear dividing lines. Yet if you university students who belong to
took a map and marked the ex- a scene, who are in the know, who
change of money in red, you would listen to alternative music. Belonghave solid blocks of color running ing to a scene doesn't automatiin an axis from the University down cally suggest the use of the drug,
through the downtown, Hilltop, the but it does indicate that one knows
waterfront, and so forth. College of the drug and has access to it, if
students spend a lot of money on desired.
***
controlled substances. They have
the money to spend.
Last year in Anderson-Langdon
***
Hall several messages of a racist
The stigma that is attached to and anti-semitic nature appeared,
marijuana is being diminished. including, "The Holocaust was a
Many college students can tell you joke," "Duke in 96," and "1 hate
of the various beneficial proper- niggers." The Hall Staff in Anderties of the hemp plant. If you re- son-Langdon called an open meetmove some of the "reefer mad- ing with the residents. The Univerness" paranoia from the plant, it sity also responded with campusbecomes clear that it's an herb wide memos. The details are in the
which does not have any perma- 4/15/93 Trail. One of the mes-

sages that The Trail did not print in
its article was the phrase, "Belsen
was a gas."
Belsen was one of the Nazi concentration camps. When it was liberated by British soldiers on April
15,1945, some fifty- thousand survivors were found, along with ten
thousand unburied corpses. After
the camp's liberation, thirteen
thousand prisoners died from malnutrition, disease and the effects of
torture.
The phrase comes from a song
by the incredible punk band, the
Sex Pistols, whose emergence rejuvenated the rock industry in the
70s, and set a standard for music
which is now called alternative.
The phrase comes from a song that
was played at the Sex Pistols last
show, at the Winterland in San
Francisco in 1978. During one
song, the singer Johnny Rotten
screamed, "KILL SOMEONE!
WE DON'T MIND! KILL YOURSELF! WE DON'T MIND!"
Whatever it was that he meant, the
crowd screamed back in enthusiasm. Immediately after the concert, the band broke up.
The concert, however, is
chronicled on the compilation album, "The Great Rock 'N Roll
Swindle." For a while you couldn't
get the album because it was released on vinyl and was being
phased out by compact discs. However, it was later released on CD,
and now fits nicely into the collection of any interested listener with
about 15 bucks.
***
Including graduate students and
undergraduates, the University of
Puget Sound consists of 86 percent
Caucasian (and none of the above)
students, and 2 percent African
American students. These figures
are based on a self-reporting survey from the office of Institutional
Research, and are rounded to the
nearest percent.
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❑My Sundown Stauffer

your neighbors. Discuss with them
the concept of Safe Streets and the
effectiveness of the phone tree in
action. If you are not the door-todoor type, you may certainly call
your local police department and
ask them about any existing community groups.
By enacting Safe Streets, we can
all help ourselves to feel safer on
the streets and, more importantly,
in our homes. Kleiner said, "the
police force is only as effective as
we allow them to be because citizens solve problems, not police."
Luckily, my car was found and
after $800 worth of repairs, it is in
working condition. If I had been
involved with Safe Streets and had
known my neighbors, this incident
could have been avoided. Crime
can surface in your neighborhood,
so don't make the same mistakes I
made. The best way to prevent
crime in our communities is to
keep it from starting in the first
place. Together, we can make our
streets safer for everyone.

44 b wAe

This method has proven to be
effective in Tacoma, which has the
highest rate of crime in the Pacific
Northwest, according to The 1991
FBI Uniform Crime Reports. The
Word on the Streets, a monthly
newsletter distributed to Safe
Streets communities, reported that
one neighborhood with a history
of drug and crime problems in
South Tacoma mobilized through
the use of the phone tree. They
completely eliminated all criminal
activity from their neighborhood
in only four months. According to
Kleiner, another community was
able to reduce its crime rate by 25
percent in six months with the use
of the phone tree.
So now that you all know what
can be done to help combat crime,
what can you do? Well, you can
take the initiative to establish a
Safe Streets program in your own
neighborhood. It is not even necessary to organize through the police department. Simply go doorto-door and introduce yourself to
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'Ricky won't attend UPS this fall, nor ever.'
Tragedy strikes at volleyball game as UPS tour goes awry
0By Alexandria Bold
Occupational Journalist
A prospective student tour turned
into tragedy last week when an
high school senior was seriously
injured by a volleyball as he wandered into the midst of the varsity
volleyball game between UPS and
Simon Fraser.
Following the incident that left
Stadium High student Richard
"Ricky" Paine with a serious head
injury, UPS administrators and
volleyball team members tried to
make sense of what happened.
"I remember I went to set the
ball, making a window like I always do, and seeing this guy standing thereon the court. I tried to say
something, but it was too late,"
said Gennifer Oddwart, who
played for UPS on that fateful day.
When teammate Rita Stutts went
to spike the the ball, it came down
not on the opposite side of the net,
but onto Paine's unsuspecting noggin.
After Paine was rushed to the
emergency room, doctors announced the severity of the injury.
"Ricky will not be able to attend
UPS this fall, nor ever. He received a massive contusion on the
liberal is intermedia that, sadly, has
left him a gibbering Democrat."
UPS administrators conceded
that Ricky's new left-wing disposition did in fact disqualify him for
attendance at the University. However, they were quick to point out

that if he applied himself, he could
probably qualify for a scholarship
from Evergreen.
"Heck, he might even get AP
biology credit for being in an emergency room," Oddwart said.
UPS volleyball team members
were sympathetic to Paine's condition, while Simon Fraser felt otherwise. "Hey, he got in the way, he
had it coming. If UPS can't keep its
own student tours in check, it's
their problem," Fraser was quoted
as saying.

-In last week's issue, The Trail
falsely reported that the Steven
Wright had cancelled and that
the Stone Temple Pilots were
playing instead. In a written
statement, Wright informed us
that he did not, in fact, cancel
after all. We just couldn't understand him over the phone.
The Combat Zone would like
to apologize to the Peasant Student Union for referring to their
magazine, the Journal of Peasant Studies, as having a 'lameass' title. Sorry, serfer dudes,
didn't know you were out there.

"You have to admit,
it was a darn good
spike!"
—Head Coach Herb
Tarleck
The UPS team claims they lost
the game for reasons of guilt, and
are clamoring fora rematch. When
asked why they lost the game to
one person, they had little comment. "Simon Fraser is a very good
player, but we'll take him next
time."
"You have to admit, it was a darn
good spike!" said Head Coach Herb
Tarleck.
Shortly after the incident, Dean
Iles, Head of Public Relations, issued a brief statement. "There is no
problem with head injury on the
UPS campus," he said.

The Advertising Manager
would like to apologize for any
ad in the paper that uses the
word 'mondo.'

Richard "Ricky" Paine shown here moments before a volleyball
struck him in the head, robbing him of his conservative political
orientation.

Homecoming King political flow chart
Spring Elections held;
ASUPS President and
Vice-President elected.

Wariection,4

Fall Elections held;
ASUPS Senators
elected.

UPS Football team
to play senior league
❑By Kevin Seel
Sporting Fool

Senators attend one
meeting and one office
hour a week.

Senators put In charge
of Homecoming King
nominations.

Senators schmooze
Prez and Veep, hoping
they'll give out Senate
stipends.

Senators nominate
Prez and Veep for
Homecoming King.

Last week, TheTrailreportecl
that hallucinogenic mushrooms
produce side-effects beginning
with anxiety, difficulty with
concentration, and something
else. This is apparently untrue,
as the Jello People informed us
earlier today. If you don't believe us, you can ask the talking
picture of Cyndi Lauper in the
Trail office. She'll tell you all
about it.

Desperate to find a team in Oregon that they can actually beat,
Head Coach Ted Tupple signed
the Logger football team up to play
against the Portland Retirement
Center's Fightin' Geriatrics.
"Some people think this is just
some throwaway game, but I beg
to differ. The Fightin' Genies have
always had a strong defensive line."

When asked if the team's co-ed
status would affect the legality of
the game, Tupple said, "I figured
with this new NAIA legislation,
we could get away with just about
anything."
Fightin' Geriatrics Coach Eb
Clapper said, "Well,despite our
previous record against UPS, we
try not to get cocky. We're trying to
play this season one game at a
time. But clichés aside, them
boys're in fer a whippin'."

Pro/Con: Living off-campus

Prez and Veep made
happy.

Senators get
stipends.

vs. on-campus
PRO: Recycling beer bottles
CON: Security escorts run in
without guilt.
fear from your neighborhood.
PRO: Significantly fewer masCON: No free ice cream.
turbating menentering yourshower.
CON: Having to get ready for
PRO: Not having to make con- class.
versation with an RA.
CON: IM dorm golf out of the
PRO: Not having to go to the question.
Rendezvous for laundry quarters.
CON: No overweight men in
PRO: No overweight men in brown jumpsuits making repairs.
brown jumpsuits making repairs.
"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly
coincidental.

The Trail: Today's news, sometime next week.

Written and compiled by the ASUPS Publicity Office

SHOWCASE PRESENTS...

AND...

YAH YAH LITTLEMAN
Noon, Friday, October 22
in the Great Hall

FREE!

Mill Dan
Bermejo Greenspan
"...where jazz meets Latin with elegance
and soul..." Bob Blumenthal, The Boston Globe
Tuesday, Oct 26 in the Cellar

FREE!

WELCOME BACK TO
I
I

EMI

UPS HOMECOMING 1993
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
House Decoration Judging- 5:30pm
Songfest in the Fieldhouse - 8:00pm, $2.00 admission (doors open at 7:30)
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 23
Spirit Parade at Jones Circle - 12:30pm
Homecoming Game - 1:30pm
with Halftime event
"Bedrock Drag Race" &
Presentation of Homecoming Royalty Court

STONE TEMPLE PILOTS
8:00pm in Fieldhouse

GOTTA GRIPE? A FISH CALLED WANDA
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS...

CALL THE STUDENT CONCERNS HOTLINE

Dial 1400, then access
box # 9522

OCT. 22,23,24. Mc003
Fri. & Sat. 7:00 & 9:30, Sun., 6:00 & 8:30.
$1.00w/UPS ID, $2.00 without.

